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Inertial Fusion Energy
Target Injection, Tracking, and Beam Pointing
Abstract
Several cryogenic targets must be injected each second into a reaction
chamber. Required target speed is about 100 m / s using acceleration in the
2

range of 1,000 to 10,000 m / s . Required accuracy of the driver beams on target
is plus or minus a few hundred micrometers.
2

Fuel strength is calculated to allow acceleration in excess of 10,000 m / s if
the fuel temperature is less than 17 K. A 0.1 um thick dual membrane will
2

allow nearly 2,000 m / s acceleration. Acceleration is gradually increased and
decreased over a few membrane oscillation periods (a few ms), to avoid added
stress from vibrations which could otherwise cause a factor of two decrease in
allowed acceleration.
Movable shielding allows multiple targets to be in flight toward the
reaction chamber at once while minimizing neutron heating of subsequent
targets. The use of multiple injectors is recommended for redundancy which
increases availability and allows a higher pulse rate.
Gas gun, rail gun, induction accelerator, and electrostatic accelerator target
injection devices are studied and compared. A gas gun is the preferred device
for indirect-drive targets due to its simplicity and proven reliability. With the
gas gun, the amount of gas required for each target (about 10 to 100 mg) is
acceptable. A revolver loading mechanism is recommended with a cam
operated poppet valve to control the gas flow. Cutting vents near the muzzle
of the gas gun barrel is recommended to improve accuracy and aid gas

ii

pumping. If a railgun is used, we recommend an externally applied magnetic
field to reduce required current by an order of magnitude.
Optical target tracking is recommended. Up/down counters (electronic
timing devices which function independent of target speed) are suggested to
predict target arrival time. Target steering is shown to be feasible and would
avoid the need to actively point the beams. Calculations show that induced
tumble from electrostatically steering the target is not excessive. The total
required accuracy of target injection, tracking and beam pointing of ±0.4 mm
appears achievable but will require development and experimental
verification.

iii
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Chapter 1- Introduction
1.1. Fusion Energy
The fusion of light nuclei to produce heavier nuclei is the primary source
of energy in our universe. Fusion produces the energy that powers the sun
and stars. To undergo fusion, the nuclei in a plasma must overcome the
electrostatic repulsion between them. A temperature of order 100,000,000 K
(10 keV) is normally required so that the nuclei will have sufficient kinetic
energy to overcome the potential energy barrier between them. These high
temperature nuclei must be held near each other for sufficient time for fusion
reactions to occur. In the stars, gravitational force confines a relatively low
temperature plasma for very long time periods. An equilibrium is set up such
that as the fusion reaction rate increases, the plasma temperature rises, the
plasma becomes less dense, effectively decreasing the fusion reaction rate.
On earth, two processes, magnetic confinement and inertial confinement,
have been successful in confining fusion plasmas. The nuclei that have the
highest probability for fusing at the lowest temperature are deuterium and
tritium. The reaction they undergo is

fH+?H->jHef jn +17.6 MeV.

(1-1)

The product of the density times the time for these reactions to produce
14

3

15

energy gain is ideally about 10 cnr s and more realistically about 10 cm"
3

s . ! Magnetic confinement uses magnetic fields to confine low density

plasmas for seconds. Inertial confinement fusion uses inertial effects to
confine very high density plasmas for about 30 picoseconds.

2

2

For inertial confinement, a high density, high temperature plasma is
achieved as follows. DT is frozen to the inner surface of a low atomic number
spherical capsule as indicated in Fig. 1-1. There will also be DT gas in the
capsule in equilibrium with the DT frozen to the inner surface of the capsule.
Driver energy, such as laser beams or ion beams, heat the capsule surface. The
surface ablates and the resulting gas expands. As a reaction to the gas
expansion, the fuel is compressed in toward the center. A central hot spot
develops in which fusion reactions occur. If the product of the compressed
fuel density times the radius is sufficiently large, the alpha particles produced
in the hot spot fusion reactions can deposit their energy in and heat the
surrounding fuel. The surrounding fuel will then also undergo fusion, even
though it was not initially at a high enough temperature. This sustained burn
of the fuel is known as ignition.

Figure 1-1. Driver energy causes the implosion of an inertial confinement
fusion capsule.

3

For a direct-drive target, driver energy proceeds directly from the source to
the capsule surface. For an indirect-drive target, driver energy indirectly
illuminates the capsule surface with soft (about 300 eV) x rays. An example
heavy ion beam indirect-drive target designed by Darwin Ho is shown in Fig.
3

1-2. The ion beam energy heats the absorber. The absorber then radiates black
body radiation which cannot penetrate the lead wall. The entire case fills with
soft x rays which cause ablation of the capsule surface. The indirect-drive
method can provide better implosion symmetry than the direct-drive method
with fewer and less uniformly placed driver beams.
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Figure 1-2. Heavy ion indirect-drive target designed by Darwin Ho.
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1.2. An IFE Power Plant
Inertial fusion energy (IFE) normally refers to the use of inertial
confinement fusion to produce electrical power. An IFE power plant absorbs
energy from fusion micro-explosions in a moving blanket material. The
blanket must be thick enough (about 0.5 m) to absorb 14 MeV neutrons. The
blanket contains lithium, which absorbs neutrons and releases tritium to
replace tritium used in fusion reactions. If the blanket flows inside the first
structural wall, as in Fig. 1-3, it provides the added benefit of protecting the
structural wall from neutron damage. This liquid or granular blanket
material is transported to heat exchangers which boil water, or heat some
other fluid to drive turbine generators and ultimately produce electricity. A
three-dimensional rendering of such a power plant with a recirculating
heavy-ion induction accelerator is shown in Fig. 1-4.
Ca)

<b)

5

Figure 1-3. (a) Front, (b) side, and (c) top views of the HYLIFE-II reaction
chamber. Ion beam energy is focused on the targets to drive the target
implosions. Targets are injected into a "pocket" within a thick oscillating
layer of molten salt (called Flibe). The Flibe protects the walls of the chamber
from the neutrons, x rays, and debris from the fusion micro-explosions.
4

A typical gas gun target injection arrangement is shown in Fig. 1-5.
Several targets must be injected into the center of an IFE reaction chamber
each second. Acceleration forces will mechanically stress the target. To allow
driver beams to accurately hit the targets, the targets must be tracked to
determine when and where they will pass through the center plane of the
chamber. If sufficient injection accuracy is not achieved, it will be necessary to
steer the target to the beams, or actively point driver beams at the target. This
dissertation examines target injection, tracking, and beam pointing and
provides solutions to many of the technically challenging problems.
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Figure 1-4. Artist's rendering of HYLIFE-H power plant.
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Figure 1-5. IFE reaction chamber with target injector and final part of driver
beams.
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Chapter 2 - Target Injection. Tracking, and Beam Pointing
Requirements and Feasibility Considerations
2.1. Introduction
DFE targets are injected into the center of a hot reaction chamber with a
pulse rate of about 5 to 10 per second. Target injectors must avoid heating the
frozen DT fuel to the triple point (19.7 K) so that the DT remains uniformly
frozen within the capsule surface. Additionally the modulus of elasticity and
yield stress of DT drop off quickly and the material expands a few percent as
1

temperature rises to the triple point . Since the DT expands at a different rate
than the capsule material, stress is caused by this expansion. Therefore, to
avoid over-stressing the DT, we may need to limit target heating to a few
tenths of a degree. As described in section 2.6, a final fuel temperature of
about 18 K is desirable to provide proper DT gas pressure in the capsule.
However, as will be shown in chapter 4, adequate fuel strength during target
acceleration is maintained at temperatures below about 17.4 K. Therefore, it is
desirable to operate with as warm a temperature possible while maintaining
adequate structural strength of the DT. With indirect drive targets, the
hohlraum (radiation container) can protect the capsule from heating and
damage in the injector. In the reaction chamber, a few MJ of driver energy
(ion beams or laser beams) is focused on the target (see Fig. 1-2). This causes
fusion of the fuel in the capsule, releasing a large amount of energy (typically
several hundred MJ). To maximize the fusion energy released for a given
driver energy, the driver energy must be delivered accurately (to within a few
tenths of a millimeter) on the target's surface. This requires accurate
knowledge of the target's position and orientation as well as the driver beam
positions.

Targets must be injected many times each second over a distance of about
10 meters. This roughly 10 m injection distance includes a few meters for
target acceleration, a few meters for target tracking and steering and a few
meters for passage through the reaction chamber and varies considerably with
different power plant designs. The maximum target acceleration is limited by
the strength of the targets and the capabilities of the injection system, but is
dictated by the pulse rate as well as the reaction chamber size and injector
lengths. The interdependent relationships between target acceleration, target
speed, reaction chamber size, target injector length, and target coasting
distance are investigated in section 2.2.
The accuracy requirements for target injection, tracking, and beam
pointing are presented in section 2.3. The methods of tracking and beam
pointing are covered in chapter 7. Reliability and cost considerations are
briefly covered in section 2.4. A new concept of providing movable or fixed
neutron shielding for targets and target injectors is introduced in section 2.5.
This allows multiple targets to be in flight at once from a single injector. The
use of multiple and therefore redundant target injectors is also presented.
The problem of target heating is investigated in section 2.6. Table 2-1
summarizes many of the requirements for target injection, tracking, and
beam pointing that are discussed in more detail and justified throughout this
chapter.

11

Table 2-1. Target injection reference case nominal goals and prognosis for
achieving the goals.
Parameter

Requirement

Achievability

-Injection speed

-100 m/s

Exceeded by air guns

-Target acceleration

-2,000 m / s

-Pulse rate

-6/s

Exceeded by many automatic
processes

-Target heating

Fuel temp -17-18 K

Achievable

-Injector shielding

-230 mm long rod,
-20 mm diameter

Achievable with movable
shielding

-Total accuracy of beams on
target

±0.4 mm* (20% of beam spot
size)

Not yet demonstrated*

-Target placement

±0.23 mm (or ±10 mm with
active beam pointing)

-Target tracking

±0.23 mm (=±0.4 mm/ V3)

<±1 mm achieved by air guns
at 10 m range
Optical detection and real
time trajectory calculation
need demonstration

-Tumble

±0.23 mm (-1 degree)

Spin stabilize if necessary

-Active beam pointing*^

±10 mm with ±0.23 mm
accuracy

Achievable but not yet
demonstrated

90% for each, 99% for two

Unknown, needs
demonstration

-Availability

2

1

Exceeded by air guns

2

*1 Required accuracy of direct drive beams is about ±0.3 mm (10 % of capsule radius).
*2 A feedback mechanism needs to be developed so that gradual drifts between beam and target
positions are measurable and can be corrected.
*3 Active beam pointing may be avoided by in-flight target steering.

2.2. Acceleration, Speed, Injection Distance, and Rate
Relationships
2.2.1. Basic Parameters
This description of target acceleration and speed considerations builds on
2 3

previous work. '

The target injector (a gas gun for example) accelerates the target for a
distance L after which the target coasts for a distance L including chamber
a

c

radius r (Fig. 2-1). A shield/shutter system opens to allow target entry into
the reaction chamber but is shut as soon as the target passes by the shutter.
The shutter (shown in detail in Fig. 1-3 c) keeps target debris and ablated
material away from the target injector and shields the injector and subsequent
targets from x rays. The shutter may also be built with sufficient thickness
(about 0.23 m) to shield the target injector and targets from fusion neutrons.

Shield/shutter
Target
injector

Target

Heavy-ion
beams

Chamber
radius
r~3m

\

(^—Acceleration — • | ^ r H
length
L„ ~3 m
(Not to scale) Lc ~7m

o a s t i n g

l e n g t h

u

Figure 2-1. The target is accelerated a distance L through the target injector
then coasts a distance L to the center of the reaction chamber.
a

c

The target speed v achieved by accelerating the target a distance L is given by
a

13
v=^2aL

(2-1)

a

where a is the assumed constant acceleration delivered to the target.
The time t required for acceleration is given by
a

f t

f a = aT = A\- Ta .

(2-2)

The coasting time t is given by
c

v
Total target flight time t is given by
v

L,

t = ta+h=- + f.

(2-4)

After the previous micro-explosion, some fraction of the interpulse time U
is required for the reaction chamber to clear sufficiently for target entry. In the
absence of more specific information, we often arbitrarily assume that one
half of the interpulse time is required for chamber clearing. The remaining
time t is available for the target to travel the radius of the reaction chamber r.
r

t may be further limited by factors such as capsule heating. Excessive capsule
r

heating is undesirable because it would cause premature melting or ablation
of the cryogenic fuel or separation of the fuel from the capsule wall. This sets
a lower limit on v,

T

v> .
T

(2-5)

14

Acceleration length is inversely proportional to acceleration,
_^2
(2-6)

La

~2a-

The maximum acceleration that a target can undergo without damage is
2

shown in chapter 3 to be about 1,800 m / s for a 0.1 |im thick dual membrane
example. Greater acceleration would be possible with thicker membranes, but
this could lead to unacceptable implosion symmetry.
As indicated in Fig. 2-2, both the maximum acceleration that a target can
undergo without damage and the minimum target speed (from equation 2-5)
limit the parameter range that may be used for target injection. The available
operating region includes those combinations of target speed and acceleration
for which it is possible to inject targets while meeting imposed requirements.

350-

Example
maximum
acceleration

300-

Available
operating
region

^250-

^ 200-|

150
u
2>100j

/

Speed must be sufficient
to travel chamber radius in
a fraction of interpulse time

Too large an acceleration
would damage target
0
1
1
1
I
1
1—
0
1000
2000
3000
Target acceleration a (m/s )
Figure 2-2. Speed and acceleration limits for target injection.
50 —j

2

Figure 2-3 shows the quantitative relationship between target speed and
acceleration for various acceleration lengths. Recent power plant design
2 4 5 6

points are included as examples ' ' ' . HYLIFE-II has a 3 m chamber radius
and a 6 Hz pulse rate. HYLIFE-H uses a falling molten salt first wall to absorb
the fusion energy and reduce activation of reaction chamber structural
2

material. For HYLIFE-II the assumed acceleration is 1,000 m / s with desired
target speed of 100 m/s. With the 100 m / s injection speed, target time in the
chamber is limited to 30 ms. This allows 137 ms for the splashing molten salt
to be cleared from the target path. From equation (2-6), the required
acceleration length is calculated to be 5 m. SOMBRERO has a 7.5 m radius
chamber and assumes only 1/3 of the 150 ms interpulse time is available for
the target be in the reaction chamber. SOMBRERO assumes a maximum
2

target acceleration of 1300 m / s . OSIRIS is a 4.6 Hz indirect drive power plant
3

with the same target speed and acceleration design point as SOMBRERO.

Prometheus-H is a 4.5 m radius chamber indirect drive power plant with 100
g target acceleration and 200 m / s injection speed requiring a 20 m acceleration
5

length. Prometheus-L is a 5 m radius chamber direct drive power plant with
2

a much larger acceleration of 10,000 m / s and injection speed of 200 m / s (not
5

plotted on Fig. 2-3). An estimated design point for Cascade is included for
6

comparison. The Cascade ICF reaction chamber is 8.6 m long and has an
interpulse time of 0.2 seconds. Assuming 0.1 s (half of the interpulse time) is
available for the target to traverse 4.3 m through the reaction chamber, the
minimum target speed from equation (2-5) would be 43 m/s. Assuming 1,000
2

m / s acceleration is possible for cascade targets, the acceleration length from
equation (2-6) would be 0.92 m. As a result of the above survey, we have
2

chosen v = 100 m / s and a = 2,000 m / s as nominal reference values for this
dissertation.
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Figure 2-3. Target speed vs. acceleration for acceleration lengths L = l m , 3 m ,
and 10 m. The HYLIFE-E, SOMBRERO, OSIRIS, Prometheus-H, estimated
Cascade injector, and our reference design points are included.
a

2.2.2. Implications of Assuming Target Acceleration Time is Less than
Interpulse Time

If more than one target is to be in motion toward the chamber center at
one time, shielding must be provided to protect targets from the neutrons, x
rays, and debris from the previous targets micro-explosion. Further study is
required to determine how much of what kind of shielding is required.
However, section 2.5 indicates that about 1 /4 m of neutron shielding is
probably required. There are several methods of providing neutron shielding
for targets and target injectors. This neutron shield may be a thin cylindrical
bar (i.e. a few cm diameter as indicated in Fig. 2-9) which is moved into place
after the target enters the reaction chamber. It could be a liquid shield injected
in the neutron line of sight. Or, for slower moving targets with relatively
long coasting distance the parabolic path of the target may allow fixed
shielding to do the job. With neutron shielding, a reasonable assumption

might be that we have only one target injector and that only one target may
be accelerated at a time (one target in gun at a time, i.e. target acceleration
time must be less than the interpulse time). The target speed v is simply
given by

v = at .
a

(2-7)

Since acceleration time t is less than the interpulse time, target speed can
a

never be greater than acceleration times the interpulse time t{.

v < at .
{

(2-8)

To calculate a target injector design point, some operating parameters need
to be known. For simplicity, assume the maximum acceleration the target can
undergo without damage and the maximum acceleration the injector can
provide are known. To minimize injector length, the lesser of these two
limiting accelerations will normally be used (This is an oversimplification.
The maximum target acceleration and maximum acceleration a target
injector can provide are design variables that must be optimized in a system
cost-benefit study). The distance r that the target must travel through the
reaction chamber and the allowed time t in the chamber must be known. t is
r

r

usually limited by target heating or by the interpulse time less the time
required for chamber conditions to be suitable for target entry.
With the above information (which will be different for each power plant
and target design), calculating the design point target speed, acceleration, and
injector length is straightforward. Simply use inequality (2-5) to calculate the
minimum target speed and equation (2-6) to calculate the injector length.

Then use inequality (2-8) to verify the acceleration is adequate to ensure only
one target is accelerated at a time.
Maximum speed vs. acceleration is plotted in Fig. 2-4 for a 4, 6, and 8 Hz
pulse rate. Also plotted on Fig. 2-4 is speed vs. acceleration for various
acceleration lengths (from equation 2-1). The maximum acceleration and
minimum speeds are taken from the following example.
250 - i
^
^

Maximum target
speed (4 Hz)

Maximum target
speed (6 Hz)

Maximum target
speed (8 Hz)

V

200 H
150

Example minimum
speed 8 Hz (48 m/s)
Example minimum
speed 6 Hz (36 m/s)
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maximum
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Example
design
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Figure 2-4. Target speed vs. acceleration is plotted. Available operating ranges
are shaded for 4 Hz, 6 Hz, and 8 Hz pulse rates. Minimum speeds, maximum
acceleration, and design points apply to the following example. Target speed
vs. acceleration is also indicated for acceleration lengths of 1 m, 3 m, and 10
m. This figure assumes only one target is accelerated at a time.
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Example problem for target injector design point (one target accelerated at a
time)

For the purpose of providing a specific example, suppose a power plant
design has the following arbitrary parameters. The chamber radius is 3 m,
with a coasting distance L of 5 m, and the targets would be damaged by
c

2

accelerations greater than 1,000 m / s . This example acceleration is less than
2

our reference acceleration of 2000 m / s but the resulting calculations are
completely analogous. Further suppose that the target minimum speed is
limited by two factors:
1. Due to reaction chamber conditions, the target is assumed to not enter the
reaction chamber for the first half of the interpulse time. An 8 Hz pulse rate
(0.125 s interpulse time) would give 0.062 s chamber transit time with
v

=

*i mk

=48m/s

(2 9)

-

-

Similarly, 4 Hz would require a minimum speed of 24 m / s and 6 Hz would
require a minimum speed of 36 m/s.
2. Also assume that due to capsule heating, the capsule must be in the
reaction chamber less than 0.1 s (target heating rates vary with target and
chamber design as discussed in section 2.6). This gives
r 3m
t>-^ 0Ts
=

.
=

3 0 m / s

,
-

,
(2-10)

Making the above listed assumptions, suppose the proposed design
incorporated a 4 Hz pulse rate. We now follow the procedure described above

to calculate and verify adequacy of the design parameters. The design
(minimum) target speed is 30 m / s (the greater of 24 m / s and 30 m/s). The
minimum target speed and maximum target acceleration are used to
minimize target injector length and improve ease of tracking the targets. The
2

example acceleration is 1,000 m / s which is greater than the minimum
acceleration given by equation (2-8).
30jn/s
0.25 s

=

1 2 ( ) m

2

The injector length is calculated with equation (2-6).
2

2

v
(30 m / s )
. ._
L = — = -?
' ,, = 0.45 m.
2a 2(1000 m / s )
7

,„„_.
(2-12)

2

The design point and the entire available operating region are shown on Fig.
2-4.
Similar calculations were accomplished for a 6 Hz and a 8 Hz pulse rate.
The results of these calculations are also indicated on Fig. 2-4. The available
operating ranges are smaller with higher pulse rates.
2.2.3. Implications of Using Multiple Injectors
Excessive acceleration would structurally damage any target. The capsule
support membrane could be broken or the DT could become separated from
the inner capsule surface. If target damage thresholds or other factors require
acceleration that is below the minimum for a required target speed, there are
at least two possible solutions. One is to reduce the pulse rate. A better
solution might be to use more than one target injector. For example, with
three injectors, one target could be loaded while a second is in an early stage
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of acceleration, a third is in a later stage of acceleration, and others are
coasting toward the chamber center (see Fig. 2-5). As discussed in section 2.5,
target shielding is used to minimize target heating.
With two injectors, more time is available to accelerate targets, so the
maximum target speed attainable, given by equation (2-8), is doubled. Or
equivalently, the required minimum acceleration is cut in half. The
minimum target speed given by equation (2-5) and the maximum
acceleration are unchanged.
Perhaps, the most important reason for having more than one injector is
improved system reliability. Even if a single target injector is capable of
delivering targets with adequate speed and rate to a reaction chamber, it
would be desirable to have more than one for redundancy. Two injectors
could each be operated at one half capacity. Then failure of a single injector
would not require immediate shutdown of the power plant. The other
injector could double its target output. The acceleration and speed of the
targets would not change, only the interval between targets in the remaining
injector. The obvious disadvantage of having two injectors rather than one is
the increased cost associated with two injector systems.

Figure 2-5. Multiple target injectors may be necessary for some power plant
designs. Multiple injectors may also be desirable to enhance power plant
reliability.

2.3. Accuracy Requirements
Target gain (the ratio of fusion energy to driver energy) is dependent on
how accurately the driver beams hit the target. Reference 3 (appendix A) gives
accuracy requirements for the leading fusion energy candidate (direct laser
driven and indirect ion driven) targets.
2.3.1. Direct Drive
For direct laser driven targets, the root mean square variation in beam
3

intensity should be less than l-2% . This leads to an accuracy requirement for
beam positioning on the target of one tenth of the capsule radius. For a typical
capsule radius of 3 mm, the total error must be less than ±0.3 mm. This error
must be shared between the target tracking error and the beam pointing error.
These errors add in quadrature and assuming equal errors are allowed for
each, the allowed errors would be ±0.3 mm

= ±0.21 mm.

2.3.2. Indirect Drive
As shown in Fig. 2-6a, indirect drive heavy-ion targets have
absorber/radiators onto which the ions are focused. The radius of the spot to
which the beams are focused is called the spot size. But if the target is
mispositioned or rotated relative to the beams, the beams would miss the
absorber unless the absorber was made larger to compensate. In either case,
target gain decreases. Reference 3 (Appendix A) recommends a maximum
inaccuracy of +20% of the spot size. For a spot size of 2 mm (as is used in
4

HYLIFE-II ) this gives an allowed error of ±0.4 mm. This error is composed of
target tracking error, tumble error, and beam pointing error. These errors add
in quadrature and assuming equal errors are allowed for each, the allowed
errors would be ±0.4 mm / ^3 = ±0.23 mm.
Axial target positioning is achieved by timing the driver beams to meet
the target. With a typical heavy-ion driven power plant the multiple driver
beams converge from a fairly narrow angle of about ±9° to the minimum spot
4

size and then start diverging until the target is hit. If the target is not
properly positioned in the axial direction the spot size will grow by roughly
one sixth of the axial position error for a ±9° beam convergence angle. In this
case target gain is only about one sixth as sensitive to axial position error as to
lateral position error. Allowed axial target position error is then
±0.23 mm x 6 / V3 = ±0.8 mm. At 100 m / s target speed, the allowed timing
error would be ±8 (is.

Heavy-ion target
Beam spot

Cylindrical
high-Z case
Mispositioned target

Absorber/radiator

Heavyion beams
Tumbled target

Figure 2-6a. With an indirect ion driven target, ions are focused to a spot to
heat absorber/radiator material. If the target is excessively mispositioned or
rotated relative to the driver beams, the beams will miss the absorber.

To avoid having to bend driver beam paths 90° for two-sided
illumination, and to simplify power plant reaction chamber design, it may be
4

desirable to use one-sided target illumination as indicated in Fig. 2-6b. The
target accuracy requirements are unchanged, but the implications of these
requirements are different. The target velocity would probably still be along
the target axis and would therefore be perpendicular to the driver beam axis.

1

The factor of six relaxation in allowed target axial position error found in the
previous paragraph would no longer be appropriate. The allowed timing
2

error for a 100 m / s target velocity would be reduced from ±8 us to ±1.3 us. Of
course, greater position and tumble error could be allowed in the transverse
direction along the beam paths (Tumble A in Fig. 2-6b). However, allowed
*For some power plant designs, such as HYLIFE-II, it may be desirable to shoot targets in with
velocity perpendicular to the target axis. Targets can be shot through a barrel sideways if the
target has edges that conform to the barrel. Material can be added to the target exterior to give
the target the desired shape. Alternatively, the target could be placed in a removable sabot.
If this ±13 jis timing is not achievable, it may be possible to shoot the targets in with the
injection axis perpendicular to the target axis, thereby increasing the allowed timing error.
2

position and tumble error would still be more limited in the other transverse
direction (Tumble B in Fig. 2-6b). If tumble is excessive, spin stabilization
could still be used (as described in section 2.3.3). The total number of target
rotations that will be required depends on the tumble rate, as described in
section 2.3.3. Only a few rotations (if any) are likely to be required in roughly
100 ms leading to a spin rate of a few tens of revolutions per second. The
number of rotations must be controlled so that the beam absorber is properly
positioned to face the beam. The allowed error in spin angle A yr would be
given by

- ^ - i f M l o V . 0.2ro

h\ff = ±sin

V

3

r

iJ

=±—-^
3 r

(2-13)

2

where ro is the absorber radius, and X2 is the distance off axis to the beam side
of the absorber. The factor of 0.2 ro comes from the requirement of the beam
center hitting the absorber center within ±20% of the spot size. The divisor 3
comes for statistically dividing the error between 3 axes and three
contributions (position, tumble, and beam pointing). For typical values of ro =
2 mm and r2 = 4 mm, A\|/ is limited to ±1.9°. Allowed tumble angles 0 and <>|
around the other two axes can be calculated in a similar manner. The results
are

2>r

x

3 ^ sin y

where y is the effective convergence and divergence angle of the driver
beams about the focal spot.

Single-sided illumination target

Target
velocity

I
r

i

I
•|r f«*
2

Mispositioned target

Tumbled target B

Tumbled target A

Driver
beam

Figure 2-6b. With single-sided illumination and axial target velocity, the axial
target position tolerance is reduced, and spin rate must be precisely controlled.

As a benchmark for the accuracy we might expect from a target injector,
7

consider the performance of match grade air guns . At 10 m (which is a typical
3

target injection distance) "test groups subtending 1/2 minute of angle are
common". 1/2 minute of angle is 145 |irad and at 10 m is ±0.7 mm. Target
injectors can probably match or exceed this accuracy since they are shooting
into a vacuum and do not rely on how steadily a marksman can hold a gun. If
random variation in target position is more than about ±0.2 mm, then the
beams will have to be actively pointed toward a different target position on
3

A test group is a grouping of holes in a rifle target made while checking the accuracy of the
rifle.

each shot, or the target steered toward the beams aim point. One can adjust
the pointing of the driver beams to accommodate inconsistent target
positioning, however it may be desirable to steer the target (see chapter 5)
rather than the beams.
2.3.3. Gyroscopic Target Stabilization
As discussed in section 2.6.3, spinning the target may require radially
placed membranes to keep target gas spinning with the target. The rate of
rotation required to maintain axial alignment of the target depends primarily
on two factors. First, what is the alignment tolerance? Second, how much
tumbling would be expected without rotation stabilization?
The tolerance is based in part on the required beam pointing accuracy. Part
of the uncertainty in the location of the part of the target that the driver
beams must hit is due to the misalignment of the target. Consider for
example an indirect drive heavy-ion target as shown in Fig. 2-7. Let 8 ax be
m

the maximum allowed tumble angle. 0

m a x

« 2X/L where X is the maximum

allowed tumble error and L is the target length. For a typical 18 mm long
target with tumble error 0.23 mm, the maximum tumble angle is 0.026 rad
(1.5°). For 100 ms coasting time, this corresponds to a 0.26 rad/s tumble rate.

Heavy-Ion Beam
Figure 2-7. Indirect drive heavy-ion beam target rotated an angle 8 from the
desired axis.

If the target tumble rate is such that 8 is less than Gmax for all targets
injected, then there would be no need to spin stabilize the targets. However, if
6 is often greater than 8 x / then spin stabilization could help reduce 0.
ma

Figure 2-8 shows the geometry for the precession of a target which is assumed
to be a rigid body with an axis of symmetry and no applied forces. The target
has angular velocity (spin rate) Q3 about its axis of symmetry, angular velocity
(tumble rate) Q.\ perpendicular to its axis of symmetry, and is precessing with
angular velocity Q

p r

about the direction of its total angular momentum M.

The precession angle is <|>.

Figure 2-8. A spinning target precesses as it travels through the injection path.

The precession angle <>| is of considerable importance for target injection.
As indicated in Fig. 2-8, assuming an initial condition of the target axis
aligned properly aligned, the off axis angle 8 oscillate between zero and twice
the precession angle. Assuming that the maximum tumble rate is known, the
required spin rate can be calculated with equations from reference 8.
M
Cl =—cos0
h
3

M
I
and Q=— sin0 so £2 = Q - c o t 0 ,
M
h
1

3

(2-14)

1

where I is the moment of inertia about the x axis. Given Qi and 8 ax simply
x

m

choose <>| = 0max/2 to determine the required spin rate Q3. Suppose as above
that the maximum acceptable angle 0 ax is 0.026 radians, the maximum
m

tumble rate Qi is 2 radians/s (about 8 times the maximum no spin tumble
rate for 100 ms coasting time), and Ii = I3. Then choose the precession angle <>|
= 0.013 radians (= 6/2), and apply equation (2-14) giving

n = n i-cot^ =
3

a

2radianS

h

s

c o t ( 0 . 0 1 3 radians) = 154 radians / s.

(2-15)

Stresses resulting from this spin rate are quite small and negligible. The
preceding analysis is applicable for rigid body precession. If the target has
vibrations that couple with the spinning or tumbling motion, the tumbling
may be more difficult to control.
2.4. Reliability and Cost
The plant capacity factor is the fraction of time that the plant is operating
times the average fractional power at which the plant operates. It will be
desirable to use IFE power plants for base load capacity and operate them at
100% power nearly all of the time because the fuel costs are low and capitol
costs are high. In the case of 100% power operation, availability and capacity
factor are equal. There is substantial economic incentive to have as high of a
4

plant capacity factor as possible. Plant capacity factors in the range of 75% to
85% are typically assumed for IFE power plants.
The cost of target injection systems are expected to be a very small fraction
of the total cost of an IFE power plant. The actual cost will be dependent on
the type of injector used and on the tracking and alignment methods
employed. No thorough cost estimates are known to have been made.
Several studies have assumed costs for target injection systems and some of
these assumed costs are summarized here.

The SAMRE code assumes a value of $20 million (1980 dollars) for the
9

target delivery, tracking, and alignment systems. Zuckerman's model from
the HIFSA study based his assumptions on the Westinghouse ICECAP
10

11

c o d e . ' The cost is taken to be 7.9 million (1985 dollars) for a 10 Hz gun and
scales with the square root of the rep rate. It is based on a cryogenic aluminum
sabot accelerated to 300 m / s in a tube using a linear synchronous motor with
laser beam tracking. The Prometheus design study estimated target injection
and tracking costs of $3.44 million (1991 dollars) for 5.65 Hz and $2.74 million
5

(1991 dollars) for 3.5 Hz injection. The OSIRIS AND SOMBRERO design
studies assumed $5 million (1991 dollars) as a conservative estimate of target
12

injection and tracking costs. The HYLIFE-II study estimated the cost at 4.6
million for two injectors (1993 dollars).

13

There are fixed injection costs that are not dependent on rep rate and
additional costs that scale approximately linearly with rep rate. As discussed
in section 2.2.2, some injectors such as the gas gun can only accelerate one
target at a time so that one injector would be good for a maximum of about 10
Hz. If this threshold is exceeded, additional injectors would be required.
We have estimated the cost of materials for an experimental gas gun
14

injection and tracking system at $31,000. This price included components for
the gas reservoir, gas firing valve, reloader, gun barrel, vacuum chamber,
vacuum pumps, detection equipment, and timing and control equipment.
This system was not designed for long life, or steady state operation with
tritium filled cryogenic targets. Proper cost estimates should be made in the
future.
Target injection and tracking is essential to the plant operation, but
represents a small fraction of the capital cost. Maintenance of target injectors
should be scheduled during shutdowns for repair of other plant components.

31
Unscheduled shutdowns for target injection system repair should be
minimized by providing redundant target injection systems. The actual
reliability of target injection systems is unknown. However, reliability can be
increased substantially with redundant systems. For example, two
independent injectors which could each inject targets at the plant pulse rate,
could be operated simultaneously at one half capacity to supply targets to the
reaction chamber. If each could operate between scheduled shutdowns with
90% reliability, the combination would be 99% reliable. If one injector could
be repaired while the plant is still operating, the injection system reliability
could be even higher.
Based on the above discussion we summarize in table 2-2 the estimated
cost of a target injection and tracking system with two injectors escalated to
1994 dollars.
Table 2-2
Target Injection System Cost Estimates
Study Name

Cost $ (study year)

Cost (1994 $) 2 injectors

SAFIRE

20 million (1980)

80 million

HIFSA

7.9 million (1985)

22 million

Prometheus

3.4 million (1991)

7.5 million

OSIRIS & SOMBRERO

5.0 million (1991)

11 million

HYLIFE-II (2 injectors)

4.6 million (1993)

4.7 million

2.5. Target Shielding
2.5.1. Movable Shielding
A shield can be moved to interpose itself between the target being
exploded and the next target being loaded or being injected. The shield will
reduce the heating and activation of the injector parts as well as limit the
4

heating of the next target to perhaps 0.1 degree Kelvin. Shielding will allow
more than one target to be in motion toward the chamber center at one time.
Figure 2-9 is a schematic drawing of the capsules, chamber, and target neutron
shield. A thickness z of shielding is placed between two capsules a distance r
s

apart. The shield is moved into place after capsule 1 enters the reaction
chamber. The shield could possibly be a solid object exterior to the reaction
chamber with active cooling or possibly a liquid that is injected inside the
chamber. Alternatively (as described in the section 2.5.2), for slow moving
targets, the curved trajectory due to gravity can put subsequent targets (i. e.
capsule 2) out of the line of sight of neutrons.

4

The value 0.1 K was chosen somewhat arbitrarily. The overall requirement is to keep the fuel
frozen and attached to the inner surface of the capsule. The temperature of all the fuel must
remain below about 18 K after heating from all sources. Target heating may also be limited by
expansion stress to a few tenth's of a degree. If a larger total temperature change of several
degrees is allowed, then a larger temperature change such as 1 K could be allowed here as well.
Target heating is discussed further in section 2.6.

jchamber

Movable target
neutron shield

Capsule 2
\

Figure 2-9. The neutrons from the micro-explosion of capsule 1 must be
shielded to prevent excess heating of capsule 2.

The unshielded capsule temperature rise AT can be obtained from
2

E = m\l c(T)dT « mcAT = pVcAT

(2-16)

for small temperature changes over which the specific heat capacity c is nearly
constant or where c is understood to be a suitable average. Here, E is the
neutron energy locally absorbed, p is the density of the DT fuel, and V is the
volume of the sample heated. The specific heat capacity of DT is a strong
1

function of temperature, but at 16 K for example ,
c

DT

= 13.6^p^K

=

2

7

- ^ r f • (The specific heat capacities of DD and TT at

16 K are 8.1 J/MoleK and 8.7 J/MoleK respectively for an average specific
heat capacity of 11 J/MoleK or 2.2 Joules/gK). The density p of solid DT is
3

3

1

3

0.25 g / c m ( 0.1 g/cm deuterium and 0.15 g/cm tritium).
The energy deposited in the capsule is given by the number of neutrons
that interact (N/) times the average energy deposited in the capsule (Ei) from
each interaction. The energy per unit volume absorbed in the fuel of an

unshielded capsule is approximately the same as the energy that would be
absorbed per unit volume by a spherical DT shell at radius r from the neutron
source and small thickness Ar.

E _ Nfc
V

V
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Where N is the total number of fusion neutrons, Y is the source energy yield
(There is one neutron produced for each 17.6 MeV of yield), and A is the total
mean free path of neutrons in the DT.
Even though equation (2-18) is only valid for small temperature changes
AT over which the specific heat capacity is nearly constant (or if c is an
average heat capacity), it can be used to determine the fraction of neutrons
which must be shielded because the shielding will keep the temperature
change small and c nearly constant. The value of Ei for 14 MeV neutrons i s
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4.24 MeV in deuterium and 3.17 MeV in tritium. The total mean free paths of

14 MeV neutrons in deuterium and tritium are inversely proportional to the
density and are given b y
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where Xv , and Xjo are the total mean free paths of 14 MeV neutrons in
0

standard densities of deuterium and tritium respectively. pDo and PTo

a i e

m

e

standard densities of deuterium and tritium. Since a neutron is more likely to
interact with tritium than deuterium, the average energy per interaction is
closer to that of tritium than deuterium (this is a small correction). This
average interaction energy is given by
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41.6 cm(3.17 MeV) + 34.5 cm(4.24 MeV)
= 3.69 MeV
41.6 cm+ 34.5 cm

where «y is the number density of the ;th species and <p is the flux of 14 MeV
neutrons.

Applying equations (2-18), (2-19), and (2-20) to a typical example of a 400 MJ
yield and a distance r of 5 m we get

AT =

Y E
17

2

3.54xlO- MJr Apc
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400 MJ (3.69 MeV)(1.6 x I P ' J / Mev)
~ 3.54 x 10' MJ (500 cm) (18.9 cm) (0.25 g / cm )(2.2 J / g • K)
= 2.56 K.
17

2
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(2-21)

This calculation shows that with a relatively modest amount of shielding
to reduce the neutron flux by a factor of roughly 25.6, the neutron heating
should not be excessive (e.g. AT = 0.1 K for specific heat at T = 16 K). This
number scales linearly with the target yield and inversely with the square of
the distance between the targets. The natural log of 25.6 is 3.24. So, about 3.24
transport mean free paths of shielding is required to reduce the neutron flux
adequately. For example, the transport mean free path for 14 MeV neutrons
in iron i s

14

7.1 cm. If iron were used for shielding, about 23 cm would be

required to reduce neutron heating of the capsules.
This is a very simplified estimate of the shielding required to reduce
capsule heating. An accurate calculation would not be one dimensional, it
would consider neutrons reflected from structure that surrounds the capsule,
it would consider the spectrum of neutrons leaving the shielding, it would
consider heating from gamma's produced, and so would require a detailed
knowledge of the particular power plant design.
However, the assumption of single energy (14 MeV) neutrons is

*

conservative. The transport mean free path accounts for neutrons that are
forward scattered through the shielding. The transport mean free path of iron
tends to slowly decrease with decreasing neutron energy and is 5.5 cm at 1

MeV (down from 7.1 cm at 14 MeV). The energy absorbed per distance
traveled in the DT is proportional to the total cross section a times the energy
14

deposited EL- OEL decreases in DT with decreasing neutron energy . For
example, OEL in deuterium is 3.4 MeV-barns for 14 MeV neutrons and 1.8
MeV-barns for 1 MeV neutrons and GEL in tritium is 3.1 MeV-barns for 14
MeV neutrons and 1.0 MeV-barns for 1 MeV neutrons. There will be some
heating due to gamma's produced in the shielding from neutron interactions,
but this should be minimal since penetration distance of these gamma's is
much less than that of high energy neutrons. In addition, assuming that the
rest of the reaction chamber has neutron shielding of similar neutron
attenuating ability as the shielding in front of the target, direct shine and
16

forward scattered neutrons greatly outnumber reflected neutrons . So this
calculation should give a rough upper bound of the amount of shielding
required to control neutron heating of capsules.
Additional shielding may be required to protect the target injector or
tracking optics from material damage. A movable shield would require
cooling due to neutron heating and periodic replacement due to neutron
induced damage.
2.5.2. Target Trajectory Shielding
The targets and target injector must be shielded from the neutrons, x rays,
and debris which are produced in each fusion event. It may be possible to use
the gravitational arc in the target trajectories to keep the target injector and
targets behind shielding. This section describes how to calculate whether
targets and injectors can be adequately shielded from line of sight neutrons.
Reflected and scattered neutrons are beyond the scope of this section.
Fig. 2-10 is a schematic drawing showing the geometry involved in
making use of the gravitational arc. A coordinate system may be set up with a

vertical y axis and a horizontal z axis with origin at the muzzle end of the
injector. The horizontal coasting distance from the origin to the center of the
reaction chamber is L . The chamber radius is r. The target leaves the injector
c

at time t = 0. The target's horizontal speed is v - The target's horizontal
z

position z(t) is given by

z(t) = v t.

(2-22)

z

The target's vertical position y(z) is given by

y = - £ ! = -££
*

2

(2-23)

2v\

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The vertical position of the target at
the center of the chamber y and at the edge of the chamber y are given by
m

y

c

„=^and*=^fc>l.

(2-24)

The line of sight passing from the target at the chamber center through the
target opening at the chamber edge y\(z) is given by

{

yi = y +(yc-yJ -^-m

O.-25)

Neutron line
of sight (yj)
Separation between neutron
path and target trajectory Ay

Target
injector

y=0
z =0

Target
trajectory (y)
Coasting length

Figure 2-10. The arc in the target's trajectory due to gravity can aid in
shielding the target injector and targets in flight toward the chamber.

The vertical distance Ay between the line of sight y\(z) and the target
trajectory y(z) is simply

^y = yi-y-

(2-26)

Ayiz) is the amount by which the center of the beam line of sight neutrons y\
misses the center of the flight path of the subsequent target or the center of
the target injector opening. The beam of line of sight neutrons is a cone that
originates at the exploding target and passes through the target opening in the
reaction chamber wall. The values of y, y\, and Ay are plotted in Fig. 2-11 for
the example of an injection speed of 100 m/s, with coasting distance 7 m and a
chamber radius of 3 m. It shows that the maximum separation Ay between
the line of sight neutrons and the center of the target trajectory is about 14
mm and occurs at z = 0.

E
£ 10.

£ 0-

M

:£>

c
o
* -10-

\ Target trajectory y

<£
-20I
2

3
4
Horizontal Position z (m)

Figure 2-11. Target trajectory y, line of sight y\, and distance between them Ay
vs. horizontal position z for a target speed of 100 m/s, coasting distance 7 m,
and chamber radius of 3 m.

V; is the center of the beam of line of sight neutrons. The targets and target
injector should be isolated from the outer edge of the beam. Scattered
neutrons can originate from a variety of sources, but due to target
compression, the source of neutrons is effectively a point source. The opening
for the target to pass through the shielding and chamber wall has a radius r

s

that is larger than the target radius. As shown in Fig. 2-12, the neutrons can
pass through unimpeded along y\ which is given by

yi'=y +(yc-r -y )
m

s

(L -z)

(2-27)

c

m

Line of sight neutrons below y\ will pass through some shielding. The
equation for the line of sight neutrons that pass through a thickness z of
s

shielding is

yi^y +{yc-r -y )^-Sr+z
m

s

m

where y '=
c

(

* \ j*
2vi

r

f

.

(2-28)

41
Lower line Center line Shielding
of sight *

Figure 2-12. The gravitational arc in the targets trajectory may provide
shielding, but the finite size of the hole in the shielding for target entry into
the chamber must be considered.

To estimate whether the target trajectory will allow a thickness z of
s

shielding for the leading edge of the injector, one may calculate y\"(z=0). If
yi"(z=0) is less than the radius of the target injector, part of the injector will
not be fully shielded from line of sight neutrons. If Ay"(z) = y;" - y is less than
the target radius, a target located at position z will not be adequately shielded
from line of sight neutrons. The value of Ay" is very sensitive to target speed
v and to coasting length L . When greater than zero, Ay" increases more
z

c

2

rapidly than (L /t> ) .
c

z

Example:

Suppose a target injection system had the following parameters.
Injector radius

r; = 20 mm,

horizontal speed

v = 100 m / s ,

coasting length

L = 7m,

desired shielding

z = 0.25 m,

chamber radius

r = 3 m, and

shielding penetration radius

r =15 mm.

c

s

s

(The injector radius is larger than target radius due to thickness of injector
walls.)

Is the injector shielded from line of sight neutrons (i.e. is y/"(z=0) > rf)? Using
equations (2-24) and (2-28) we find

y;"=y«+(y '-^-ym)'^-^
r + z,s J
c

_-gl}

c

f-g(L -z -r)
c

s

2

gjl)(h_-z
_£.
2

2vi

2e ;\j + z

* *

c

-9.8 m / s (7 m - 0.25 m - 3 m) 2 ^
^-9.8m/s (7m)
2(100 m / s )
7m-0m
+
2(100 m / s )
3 m +0.25 m
9.8m/s (7m)
-U.Uli) m + —-—=
'-—- {
2(100 m / s )
= -24 mm + (-6.9 mm - 1 5 mm + 24 mm)(2.15)
= -19.5 mm
2

2

:

2

2

2

2

2

T

2

Since y/" < rj, the injector is not adequately shielded. However, if coasting
distance was increased to 16 m, y/" would increase to +23.5 mm which is

greater than r/ indicating that adequate shielding would be provided. Of
course, less shielding would be needed with a larger coasting distance. Also, a
longer coasting distance usually implies less target injection accuracy.
Some typical target injection scenarios would be shielded from line of
sight neutrons, but most would not. Unfortunately, these simple calculations
cannot assure adequate neutron shielding will be achieved. If these
calculations show that adequate shielding might exist, further study would
have to be performed to take scattered neutrons into account.
Moveable shielding is recommended to reduce heating, activation, and
damage to targets and injector systems. Further study using neutron transport
codes should be carried out.
2.6. Target Heating
2.6.1. DT Fuel Temperature Limits
DT fuel temperature for fusion energy is bounded from above and below
by different factors. It is widely known that cryogenic targets with DT fuel
frozen to the inner surface of the capsule will achieve higher gain than warm
targets. Therefore, the temperature of the fuel must remain below the
melting temperature of 19.7 K. Additionally, for structural strength during
the acceleration process, the fuel must remain a few degrees below the
melting point. What is not as well known, is that the fuel temperature may
be limited from below by required DT gas pressure inside a capsule. Through
evaporation, this gas remains in near equilibrium with the inner surface of
the fuel during the target injection process. The density of DT gas is a very
1

strong function of temperature. DT molecules are normally 25% D2, 25% T2,

and 50% DT. Table 2-3 shows how the saturated gas densities of these
molecules varies with temperature from 12 K to 20 K.

5

Table 2-3. (After Ref. 1)
Estimated saturated vapor densities (moles/m )
Temperature (K) D2
DT
T2
12
1.0
0.47
0.23
14
6.3
3.4
1.9
16
26
16
9.6
18
79
52
34
20
182
136
97
3
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Figure 2-13. Inertial fusion energy target (designed by Darwin Ho ).

5

Table 2-3 also shows that at each temperature the vapor density of T2 is considerably less
than the vapor density of D2. This implies that the DT gas will actually be over 60%
deuterium. This should be taken into account in target performance calculations. If the mixture
results in substantially reduced gain, we recommend distilling pure DT with little D2 or T2 for
use as fuel.

Fig. 2-13 illustrates Darwin Ho's recent heavy-ion target design with
membrane support of internal structure and a cylindrical external case made
3

3

of Flibe or glass added. He used a DT gas density of 0.3 mg/cm (60 moles/m
17

for 5 g/mole DT). This corresponds to a temperature of just over 18 K. Since
18 K is near the freezing point of DT which is 19.7 K, two concerns arise. The
first concern is whether DT has adequate strength for injection with final
temperature 18 K. The second concern is, since the capsule is heated from the
outside in during injection, will the outer fuel remain frozen. As will be
shown, the news regarding both of the concerns is good, especially for
indirect-drive targets.
Another potential limit on the target that is under active investigation at
LLNL is fuel degradation due to stress associated with rapid fuel expansion.

18

This may limit target fuel heating to a few tenths of a degree. This effect could
further reduce allowed target heating time or require that greater thermal
insulation be designed into targets.
There is little data on the mechanical strength of DT at any temperature.
However, ref. 19 gives Young's modulus and yield stress for H2 and D2. As
shown in table 2-4, Young's modulus and yield strength increase with
decreasing temperature. At a given temperature, they are higher for D2 which
has higher mass and a higher triple point. With no other data available, one
could reasonably assume the strength of DT is higher than the strength of D2
at the same temperature. Since the triple point of DT is one degree higher
than D2, one might expect the strength of DT to be similar to that of D2 at one
degree lower temperature. Chapter 4 shows that a yield stress of 0.05 MPa
2

(yield stress of D2 at 16.4 K) is sufficient for acceleration of 10,000 m / s . The
following analysis assumes that during the acceleration process that the fuel
temperature must remain below 17.4 K and that to maintain structural

integrity during passage through the chamber, the outer fuel temperature
must remain below 19.5 K. The temperature of the inner fuel, which
provides the DT gas pressure, will be slightly lower (Fig. 2-15 b) than the outer
fuel since heat is being conducted from the hot reaction chamber
environment.
Table 2-4. (After Ref. 19)
Yield stress and Young's modulus vs. temperature for H2 and D2
Temperature (K)

H ( T P = 13.9K)

8
10
12

Young's
Modulus
E (MPa)
20
10
5

D (TP = 18.7K)

11.6
15.6
16.4

90
80
40

2

2

Yield
Stress
(MPa)
0.18
0.05
0.025
0.16
0.08
0.05

An important question is, how cold can the fuel be without excessively
decreasing target gain. To help answer this question, Darwin Ho calculated
the effect on target gain of decreasing the gas pressure by 90% to 0.03 m g / c m
3

3

3

(10% of his original 0.3 m g / c m or 6 moles/m ). This density corresponds to a
temperature of about 15 K. With this lower density, the gain was 25% less.
More data points would be very desirable, but the two data points available,
indicate that targets can achieve high gain with inner fuel temperatures
between 15 K and 18 K and perform much better near 18 K.
As a base case, we'll make the conservative assumption that the fuel
temperature can only rise 0.2 K from 17.3 K to 17.5 K during the injection

process (excluding 0.1 K neutron heating from previous target neutron
heating which is covered in section 2.5).
2.6.2. Conduction Heat-transfer During the Injection Process
A two-dimensional, finite-element, heat-transfer code (Topaz2d) was used
to calculate target temperature rise.

20

We consider first the case of an indirect

drive target followed by a brief discussion of direct drive target heating. We
modeled the target using an axisymmetric wedge which is equivalent to 1-D
spherical symmetry (Fig. 2-14). Using the conservative minimum dimensions
of figure 2-14 with 1-D spherical symmetry is adequate to obtain an
approximate heat conduction solution for the actual geometry shown in
figure 2-13. Table 2-5 shows material property data points that were used for
21

22

23

24

interpolation in the Topaz2d solution to this p r o b l e m . ' ' ' '

25

The heat

2

load of 50,000 W / m corresponds to black body radiation at 970 K which is a
typical power plant first wall temperature. For very low density gases, as will
be found in most reaction chambers, the conductive and convective heating
q on the exterior of the capsule will be less than or about nkTI?. This would
c

be approximately the amount of heat transferred if all chamber gas molecules
that hit the target transferred an amount of energy equal to kT. Using n =
13

3

1 0 / c m , kT = 0.1 eV, and V= 1000 m / s (the average molecular speed for a
2

molecular weight of about 20), gives q =160 W / m . Therefore we see that the
c

external conductive and convective heat loads should be negligible at
14

3

densities below about 1 0 / c m but must be calculated at higher densities. The
reference case initial target temperature is assumed to be 17.3 K with only 0.2
K temperature rise allowed.

Table 2-5.
Approximate thermodynamic properties of target materials
Material

Density

Temperature

(k)
W/m«K

(P)

kg/m
DT

Plastic

Helium

Glass

250

1000

1

2000

Conductivity

3

8
12
18
8
20
50
100
8
20
50
80
150
8
20
50
80
200

1
0.9
0.9
0.06
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.0139
0.0258
0.0462
0.0631
0.095
0.1
0.15
0.25
0.45
0.8

Specific
heat (c)

J/kgK
240
1300
3500
20
100
240
450
3100
3100
3100
3100
3100
2
25
180
300
1500

Diffusivity
(k/pc)
m /s
1.6xl02.8X10l.OxlO"
3.0X10"
9.0xl04.6xl02.8x10-7
4.5x10-6
8.3x10-6
1.5xl02.0xl03.1x10-5
2.5x10-5
3.0x10-6
7.0x10-7
7.5x10-7
2.7x10-7
2

5

6

6

6

7

7

5

5

Hea
flux"
7.0

7.5

Heat Flux
= 50,000 W / m
Figure 2-14. Model used to calculate heating of an indirect drive target.
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The 1-D spherical target model used for the computations is shown in Fig.
2-14. The DT and ablator are 0.3 and 0.24 mm thick respectively. Plastic was
used for the ablator rather than beryllium since it is expected to be less costly
to manufacture to required tolerances. The helium gas layer is 4.66 mm thick.
The outer glass material was arbitrarily assumed to be 0.5 mm thick but could
be made thicker if more thermal insulation is needed for the target. The
3

helium gas density of 1 k g / m is on the conservative low end of the expected
3

25

1 to 10 k g / m range. With this gas density, the characteristic thermal
diffusion time (thickness squared divided by thermal diffusivity) for the
helium at 20 K is 2.6 s. If a higher gas density is used the heat capacity would
be greater and the characteristic time would be correspondingly longer,
thereby further reducing the capsule heating rate.
Fig. 2-15 shows the temperature as a function of time at various positions
within the target. The fuel temperature practically does not begin increasing
for the first 150 ms and with an initial temperature of 17.3 K requires 350 ms
for temperature to rise to 17.5 K. Previous studies have shown much more
rapid heating times (a few tens of ms for many degrees temperature rise) for
21

26

direct drive targets. ' These 1-D spherical calculations point out that
indirect drive targets will heat much more slowly than direct drive. More
refined 2-D or 3-D calculations with convection included should be done to
verify these results.
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Figure 2-15b. Indirect-drive target fuel temperature vs time.

One aspect of target heating that was not yet considered, is the cooling of
the inner fuel surface due to evaporation. If this were large enough cooling, it
would help offset the undesirable heating. These capsules have a DT gas
8

3

volume of 2.3xl0' m3. With density 0.3 k g / m at 18 K, the mass is 7 ug. The
26

total enthalpy of DT gas at 18 K is 390 J/mole. The total enthalpy of DT solid
26

at 18 K is 76 J/mole. The energy of sublimation for DT at 18 K is (390-76)
J/mole or 63 J/g for total energy of 0.44 mj. Making the conservative
assumption that there was initially no gas in the capsule, if 0.44 mj were
removed from 3.7 mg of solid DT in the capsule by sublimation of 7 jug of DT,

it would remove 0.6 J/mole of energy from the fuel and would cause a
negligible temperature decrease of 0.03 K (i.e.
Q
0 44 mj
— =
'-,
——r = 0.03 K). The magnitude of capsule cooling due to
mc 3.7mg(3.5J/gK)
.
sublimation would actually be much less, since most of the gas is already
sublimated in the capsule when heating begins at 17.3 K.
Another aspect not yet considered is radiative heating from the inner
surface of the glass. It is assumed that the glass is opaque so that radiation
from the outer surface inward is negligible. At a maximum temperature of 90
2

K (see Fig. 2-15 a), black body radiation is 5 J/m . If this heated the capsule
-5

2

with surface area 6.9x10 m for 350 ms, the heat absorbed would be 121 uj.
This is clearly a negligible heating contribution.
Topaz2d calculations performed with the glass and helium removed from
the target model of Fig. 2-14 are representative of direct drive target heating.
The results are shown in Fig. 2-16. The capsule thickness for this reference
case target is 0.24 mm. To test the sensitivity of heating of the outer DT layer
to capsule thickness, we kept the fuel layer the same and varied the thickness
of the capsule from 0.2 to 0.3 mm. The temperature of the outer fuel layer vs
time is plotted for each of three capsule thicknesses on Fig. 2-17. As expected,
the fuel heats much slower with a thicker capsule. For each of these capsules
about 5 to 10 ms is required to heat the fuel from 17.3 to 17.5 K. 18 to 33 ms is
required for the outer fuel temperature to reach 19.5 K. At 100 m/s, 30 ms is
required for targets to transit to the center of a 3 m radius chamber.
If direct drive targets cannot tolerate a few degree temperature rise, we
may have to inject the target at higher speed or possibly take action to reduce
the heating rate. For example, a thin layer of material which reflects infrared
radiation placed on the outer surface of the capsule could reduce the heating
rate substantially. Typical metallic emissivities are in the range of 2 to 20%.

24

So by installing a thin layer of metal such as lithium on the capsule, we
should be able to reduce the absorbed radiated heat by roughly an order of
magnitude with this method. Fig. 2-18 shows the outer DT temperature of
our reference indirect drive target (Fig. 2-14 without the helium or glass) vs
time for four different surface heating fluxes starting at 17.3 K. With the
2

2

reference case heat flux of 5 W/cm (50,000 W/m ), the outer DT temp rises to
17.5 K in 6 ms and passes through 19.5 K in 25 ms. If this heating flux could be
2

reduced by an order of magnitude to 0.5 W/cm ,20 ms would be required to
reach 17.5 K and the temperature after 40 ms would be just 18.0K. These
slower heating rates would be of substantial benefit by allowing slower
injection speeds. Further study is recommended on these coatings to
determine their feasibility and the effect on target gain of adding this material.
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Figure 2-16. Direct-drive target temperatures vs time for reference case target
2

with 5 W / c m heat flux.
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different heat fluxes and 0.24 mm capsule thickness.
2.6.3. Convective Heat-transfer During the Injection Process
Another possible heat-transfer mechanism for indirect drive targets which
has not yet been considered is convection heat-transfer via the helium within
the target. As will be shown, convection heat flow in a target can be
significant.
Fig. 2-19 illustrates the convective flow of gas involved in convective
heat-transfer. Substantial time is required for convection flow to become
established. A rough estimate of this time follows. First a substantial

thickness of helium gas (about 1 mm) must be heated several degrees so that
it becomes substantially less dense than the colder helium. This initial
heating time for a 10 K increase is estimated to be about 100 ms based on data
like that of Fig. 2-15a. With a density difference established, gravity can force
the cooler gas downward, forcing the warmer gas upward. If the cooler gas
were twice as dense as the warmer gas with equal volumes of each, even
neglecting viscosity, the system would be accelerated with less than one third
g. The gas must then be accelerated over a distance of roughly the radius of
the target, to convectively heat the capsule. With these assumptions, the
required gas acceleration time t is
a

|^ JP^|)
=

V£/3

= 6 5 m s

2

Y (9.8m/s )

Adding the helium heating time to the gas acceleration time gives a rough
characteristic time for convective heat-transfer to become established of about
165 ms. This rough time for convective heat transfer to become established is
thought to be correct within about a factor of two.
Reference 27 reports the effect of steady state free convection heating
within concentric cylinders and diatomic gases. This is the closest
approximation I have found to transient spherical monatomic gas free
convection. We proceed to use these results to obtain a rough approximation
of the rate of convection heat-transfer.

2

Figure 2-19. Free convection heat-transfer between two concentric cylinders or
between two concentric spheres occurs due to fluid flow. This flow occurs due
to density variations in the gas and is limited by viscosity.

The ratio of the total conduction and convection heat-transfer kc to the
conduction heat-transfer k is given by

c

(^'t

_

(2-30)

where D2 is the outside diameter, Di is the inside diameter, and (NGr)l is the
Grashof number using Di as a characteristic length. The actual form of the
function $ must be experimentally determined. Grashof's number for an
ideal gas is given by

)

_ gArpy

(2-31)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, AT is the temperature difference
between the inner and outer cylinder, and fi is the dynamic viscosity.
17

Inserting representative values into equation (2-31) g i v e s '

28

2

3

3

3

_ 9.8m / s (70K- 17K)(4.7 x 10~ m) (lkg / m )
40K(6xlO-*kg/s-m)

2

2

= 37,400.
The diameter ratio is about 3.0 (14 mm/4.7 mm). Applying these values to
Fig. 25-9 of reference 27 gives k / k = 2.2. This implies steady state heating
c

between 70 K and 17 K about 120% greater than the steady state conduction
heating between the same temperatures.
Although it may not be well justified, we looked at the target heating that
results from increasing the helium conductivity by a factor 2.2. Thus we
applied the steady state relationship between conduction heat transfer and
effective heat transfer to the transient heat conduction problem. We used the
target model shown in figure 2-14 and again used the Topaz2d heat transfer
20

code. The results are shown in figures 2-20a and 2-20b. We find that in this
case the DT fuel heats from 17.3 to 17.5 K in about 200 ms rather than 350 ms
found from heat conduction alone.
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Figure 2-20a. Indirect-drive target temperature vs time with convection and
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How close must the membranes be to effectively reduce convection
heating? Convective heating between vertical surfaces will be reduced to less
than 0.1 times conductive heating if Grashof's number (NGI-)L is less than
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about 2000 (the tests used diatomic gases). For an ideal gas,
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where L is the distance between the surfaces. Solving for L gives
2
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(2-34)
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2
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So one way to adequately reduce convection heat-transfer is to divide the
hohlraum into approximately 1.75 mm compartments.
Another possible method to disrupt convective heat flow is to spin the
target. If the target undergoes a revolution, in a time period that is short
compared to the time required for gravity to cause a cool dense gas to displace
a lighter warm gas across the dimensions of a target, the convection heattransfer should be disrupted. If the target were to undergo a revolution in a
time comparable or less than 65 ms, normal convection flow would not be
established.
However, if the target spin is started in the gun barrel, there may not be
enough time for the gas in the target to come up to speed of rotation. We now
estimate the time required for viscosity friction effects to accelerate the bulk of
29

the gas to target rotation speed. Lamb reported a related case of one
dimensional laminar fluid flow between two fluid sheets with infinite
thickness in the z direction. The sheets in contact each other at the z = 0
position moving in opposite directions with initial speed ±U. At time zero,
the gas begins slowing due to viscosity. The speed of the gas u is given by

2

u = ^Ljy* dQ

where in the upper limit,

(2-35)

where v is the kinematic viscosity, |i is the viscosity, and p is the density of
the material, u = U / 2 when 8 = 0.48. So to get a rough estimate of the for most
the gas in the target to come up to rotational speed with the target we could
use z = 2 mm (a typical distance of the gas from the target surfaces), helium
3
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gas density of 1 kg/ m , helium viscosity of 35 jipoise (for 20 K helium) and
solve for time t.

t =

2
46 a
2

p

2

3

=

3

(2xl0- m) l k g / m
i .
4x(0.48) 35xl0~ g/cm-slkg-cm
0

2

g

m

^
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So roughly a second is required for the gas rotation to come up to speed.
Typical target injection times are an order of magnitude less. Additionally,
while the gas is coming up to speed, vortices would likely occur which could
increase convective heat transfer. Therefore if target spinning used either to
reduce heat transfer, or to improve target directional stability as described in
section 2.3.3, we recommend that membranes be placed in the target
extending radially outward to force the gas to spin with the target. These
membranes would also help reduce free convection heating. The
hydrodynamic and design details are recommended for future work.
Indirect drive targets have the following advantage in controlling target
heating. If target heating is calculated to be excessive, one may add more
material to the outer hohlraum and substantially increase the targets
characteristic thermal diffusion time.
In summary, for indirect drive targets, maintaining adequately low fuel
temperature (<17.4K) during acceleration and having sufficient DT gas
density for high gain (corresponding to inner DT layer temperature of about
18 K) are compatible objectives. We also assume that the fuel temperature rise

must be limited to a few tenths of a degree to minimize stress from fuel
thermal expansion. As our base case we take the temperature rise to be from
14

17.3 to 17.5 K. In a typical reaction chamber with gas density less than 10 per
3

cm , the majority of the external target heating is via radiation from the
chamber walls. Within the target, convection and conduction heating
dominate. A finite-element code was used to calculate conductive heating
through a model one-dimensional spherical target model. Typical chamber
temperature, target dimensions, and material properties were used in the
calculations. The results for this model target follow. About 350 ms were
required for the fuel temperature to rise from 17.3 K to 17.5K. With
convection heating included we estimate this time is reduced to 200 ms. If
necessary, the effects of convection heating can be sufficiently reduced by
separating the inner hohlraum into smaller compartments with membranes
and by spinning the target.
Direct-drive targets heat much more rapidly than indirect drive targets
which may require higher target injection speeds. A potential method of
reducing target temperature rise is to put a thin layer of material external to
the capsule which can reflect infrared radiation thereby reducing the external
heat flux. This could increase the heating time substantially as shown in Fig.
2-18.
These computations have been preliminary in nature. Geometrically
correct heat-transfer computations, including both convection and
conduction, with more detailed material properties will be necessary to
accurately predict target temperature rise. Detailed hydrodynamic calculations
should be carried out especially if target spinning is required. However,
sufficient time will be available to inject indirect-drive targets without
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excessive temperature rise even if additional material must be added to the
outer hohlraum.
2.7. Sabot Removal
The target may have a sabot that is removed by centrifugal force as in Fig.
3

2-21. Previous studies , have assumed that centrifugal force would cleanly
separate a two piece sabot from a target capsule. However, calculations that
follow show that a two piece sabot would probably exert a substantial and
unpredictable impulse on the capsule as the pieces separate.

Figure 2-21. After the spinning target is accelerated, the sabot is removed from
the capsule by centrifugal force.

As the sabot pieces separate from each other and from the capsule it is
assumed that there is negligible adhesion (this assumption may not be
justified). Once the sabot leaves the accelerator, if no external forces act on
each piece, the linear and angular momentum of each piece are conserved.
Fig. 2-22, concepts A and B show two cross-sections of a two piece cylindrical
sabot surrounding a capsule. Concept C shows a cross-section of a 4 piece
sabot. The capsules are rotating clockwise in parts A and C and about the z
axis in part B. We wish to calculate the motion of the sabot pieces after
release from the gun barrel for an N piece sabot.
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Figure 2-22. Concept A and B shows cross-sections of a two piece cylindrical
sabot around a capsule. Concept C shows a cross-section of a four piece sabot
and capsule. After the target leaves the accelerator, the sabot pieces separate
from the capsule. Linear and angular momentum are conserved.
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End view
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To calculate the position of one sabot piece after release from the gun, two
reference frames are useful. The unprimed reference frame has its origin at
the center of mass of the sabot piece under study and rotates with the sabot
piece. The primed reference frame is has its origin at the center of mass of the
capsule and does not rotate. The prime coordinate system is illustrated in Fig.
2-23a. The relationship between the primed and unprimed coordinate system
is illustrated in Fig. 2-23b. The coordinate systems are oriented in these frames
such that the following relationships hold in transforming from one
coordinate system to another when the target has rotated through an angle y.

z* = z
x' = x cosO]/) + y sin(\|/) + X c

and

(2-38)

m

y' = -x sinty) + y cos(\j/) - \|/Xc

m

where Xcm is the x' component of the sabot piece's center of mass. (The y'
coordinate of the center of mass is initially zero. The x, y, z, and z' coordinates
of the center of mass are identically zero.) The y x

c m

term comes from the

relationship between the linear and angular momentum of the sabot piece
and makes use of momentum conservation.

The z axis is out of the page
and 9 is the polar angle
measured from the z axis

Figure 2-23a. Prime coordinate system at instant of sabot release from gun.

y'

z,z'0

Figure 2-23b. Relationship between prime and unprime coordinate systems
after sabot piece has rotated through an angle \|/.

To calculate Xc of a single piece of an N piece sabot, we assume the sabot
m

is a cylinder with uniform density p, length 2 ZQ, and radius r . In the center of
s

the sabot, is a spherical cavity of radius r for the capsule. We first calculate
c

the mass and center of mass of a solid piece of cylinder subtending an angle
27C/N.
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The mass and center of mass of the hollowed out part of the sabot piece are
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The x and y coordinates of the leading edge of the sabot piece are given by
(n\
x = rcos — -••x

m

y = -rsm(—)

and

for

(2-42)

r $ r < r.
c

s

The previously defined transformation equations can be used to calculate
the x' and y' positions of the leading edge of the sabot for various angles \|/ =
cat. Here co is the angular velocity of rotation and t is the time after release
2

2

from the gun barrel. If x ' plus y ' is less than r

2
c

, then the capsule and sabot

are interfering with each others free motion. If such interference exists, the
force applied on the capsule by the various sabot pieces would theoretically be
symmetric and cancel. However, exact symmetry is not possible and a net
non-repeatable impulse would be exerted on the capsule by the sabot pieces.
This would adversely effect target injection accuracy.
Once the trajectory of the leading edge is calculated and plotted, a drawing
program can be used to fill in the remainder of the sabot to help with
visualization of the sabot trajectory. Figure 2-24a shows the trajectory of one
piece of a two piece sabot with half length z = r = 2 r . It is clear that the
Q

s

c

capsule would interfere with the sabot motion in this case and therefore
target injection accuracy would probably be degraded. A similar result holds
for all target-sabot size ratios.
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Figure 2-24a. Path that upper half of a two piece sabot would take when
released from gun if not restrained by the capsule (superposition of many
positions). The actual path would be modified by a force exerted from the
capsule on the corner of the sabot.

This problem of interference between the capsule and sabot can be
eliminated by dividing the sabot into more pieces. A three piece sabot will
separate cleanly for smaller capsules ( r / r less than about 0.7), but not for
c

s

larger capsules. A four piece sabot will separate cleanly for all capsule sizes.
Figure 2-24b shows the path of a 4 piece sabot leaving the capsule for Zo = r =
s

2r . The sabot separates cleanly without having to exert a force on the capsule.
c

The figure shows a slice of the sabot at the z = 0 plane. The dashed lines on
the left side of figure 2-24b indicate the shape of the sabot pieces at the ends of

the sabot where material is not removed for the capsule. Once the entire sabot
is out beyond the capsule radius, a stationary stripping device could redirect
the sabot pieces allowing the capsule to proceed alone. As can be seen from
Fig. 2-24b, the sabot takes about a quarter turn to be completely free of the
capsule. If the barrel rifling pitch was one turn per meter, a quarter meter
distance would be required to clear the sabot from the capsule.

Quarter sabot path
All 4 quarters
^—s
Figure 2-24b. Paths of a four piece sabot after leaving the gun barrel. The
pieces are removed by centrifugal force. The dashed lines indicate the extent
of the sabot at the ends where material is not removed for the capsule.

There are other methods of clearing sabots from capsules which may be
used if centrifugal force proves undesirable. Springs could be inserted
between the sabot pieces to force them apart. Gas pressure from the gun could
be utilized for this purpose as well.

2.8. Summary of Injection Requirements
The interdependent relationships between target acceleration (1,800 m / s

2

for a 0.1 um thick membrane), target speed (100 m/s), reaction chamber size (3
m radius), target injector (acceleration) length (3 m), target coasting distance (7
m), and interpulse time (0.17 s) were described analytically and graphically
(nominal values are given in parentheses).
The minimum target injection speed consistent with power plant pulse
rate, chamber conditions, and target heating should normally be chosen for
minimum injector length and ease of target tracking.
Accurate placement (~±0.4 mm) of driver beams on target is required to
achieve high gain. This requires precise target tracking and beam pointing
accuracy and limits allowed target tumble. Target tumble may be minimized
by spinning the target (rifling the gun barrel) if tumble is experimentally
determined to be excessive.
About 0.23 m of shielding could reduce neutron heating of targets in flight
to about 0.1 K if one target is 5 m away when another is exploding. This shield
could be a movable shield, a liquid injected between the targets and inside the
chamber, or fixed shielding if the targets are sufficiently slow moving to have
an adequately curved trajectory.
Prior to injection, the targets are cooled in cryogenic helium. During
injection the target fuel temperature must be kept well below the triple point
of 19.7 K (perhaps about 17.4 K for adequate mechanical strength). Target
capsules, target injectors, sabots, and hohlraums must be designed to
minimize DT fuel heating. Transient, finite element, 1-D spherical
conduction calculations show that indirect drive target heating should not be
excessive. Direct-drive targets heat more rapidly and may require higher

injection speeds or reduced heat flux may be achieved by use of reflective
material on the outer capsule surface. Convection heating was estimated for
indirect-drive targets. However, more detailed studies including a proper
time dependent 3-D computations including convection are recommended.
A sabot that uses centrifugal force for separation from a capsule should
have more than two pieces to separate without imparting an uncontrolled
momentum to the capsule.
Table 2-1 summarizes typical target injection requirements. Attainment of
these requirements may be achievable but substantial further study and
development is necessary.
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Chapter 3 • Membrane Support of Accelerated Fuel
Capsules
3.1. Introduction
The primary purpose of this chapter is to provide a method to calculate
the acceleration possible for an inertial fusion energy (IFE) fuel capsule that is
supported by thin membranes. Inertial fusion energy target acceleration may
be limited by mechanical failure of target materials. Two limiting materials
are the capsule support membrane which must be very thin and the fuel
(frozen DT) which has a low yield stress (fuel stress limitations are discussed
in chapter 4). We also provide computational results and discuss the adequacy
of these results to meet target injection requirements.
The fuel for IFE is deuterium and tritium (DT) frozen on the inner surface
of small (a few millimeter radius) spherical capsules as in Fig. 1-1. The
material for the capsule may be plastic (hydrocarbon), or glass, or other low
atomic weight materials.
These capsules are injected into the center of a reaction chamber with wall
temperature of roughly 1,000 K. As noted in chapter 2, the minimum
required capsule injection speed is reactor repetition rate dependent but is
nominally 100 m/s. For indirect-drive targets, it is necessary to suspend the
capsule within a radiation case called a hohlraum. An example indirect-drive
1

target which was designed by Darwin Ho is illustrated in Fig. 1-2. The shield,
ring, and capsule all require support, but the capsule support will probably
have the most effect on capsule implosion symmetry. One method to
suspend the capsule in the hohlraum is to use a membrane as in Fig. 3-1 a.
Two (dual) membranes provide better overall support of the capsule as
shown in Fig. 3-lb. Assuming that the driver energy can penetrate the

membrane without too much non uniformity, the dual geometry is probably
a very good membrane geometry. The dual membrane supports the capsule
well in all directions. Frictional force would hold the capsule in place within
the membrane. The bending stress in the membrane near the capsule is
small. It has a relatively large membrane angle (6) which allows the
membrane to exert force more nearly in the direction of the target
acceleration.
The entire assembly is called the target. Some parameters of a dual
membrane supported target are defined in Fig. 3-2.
(a) Single membrane support

(b) Dual membrane support

Figure 3-1. Targets with single (a) or dual (b) membrane support.

Hohlraum
Figure 3-2. Dual membrane axisymmetric target configuration (rotated 90
degrees from Fig. 3-1).

3.2. Effects of Membrane on Illumination Symmetry
With indirect-drive targets, the driver energy directly or indirectly heats
the inner walls of the hohlraum. The inner wall then radiates this energy to
cause ablation of the external surface material of the capsule and a rapid
implosion of the DT occurs. The resulting high temperature, high density DT
then undergoes fusion reactions. To achieve optimum fuel density and
temperature, the illumination of the capsule must be nearly uniform. For
many target designs, the peak to minimum intensity variation must be held
to no more than about 1 to 2%.
The membranes are in the radiation path between the hohlraum walls
and the capsule. Radiant energy, in the form of soft x rays, that approaches the
capsule from a direction parallel to the membrane will be strongly attenuated.
Implosion instabilities (Rayleigh - Taylor) could arise due to uneven
shadowing of the capsule due to the membranes, reducing the uniformity of
the fuel implosion. These instabilities are difficult to calculate and are not
quantitatively well understood. However, the instabilities are minimized if
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the membrane thickness is much less than the capsule thickness. NOVA
targets use 0.1 um thick membranes. Further study will be required to
quantify the allowed membrane thickness. Thicker membranes may be
acceptable for larger reactor size targets but conservatively, 0.1 urn is our base
case membrane thickness.
Throughout this chapter, it is assumed that the hohlraum is a rigid body
that supports the membranes. This assumption is justified since the
hohlraum can be made sufficiently strong.
3.3. Membrane Problem Description
We assume that the target is accelerated along its axis of symmetry and
neglect the mass of the membrane. The effects of membrane vibrations
within the target are considered later in section 3.5. The membrane exerts a
force on the capsule which accelerates the capsule along with the target. By
reaction the capsule exerts a force on the membrane. This causes the
membrane to deform in an axisymmetric manner as shown in Fig. 3-3. The
membrane is assumed to be straight in the meridianal direction prior to
capsule displacement. The initial angle of the membrane relative to the target
axis 0 is given by
o
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The height of the attachment point of the membrane above the center of the
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Figure 3-3. Target with membrane deformation due to acceleration.

The membrane is thin (perhaps about 0.1 um) to reduce the effect that the
membrane has on target implosion symmetry. The capsule and hohlraum are
assumed to be much stronger and more rigid than the membrane. Therefore,
one limit on target acceleration is membrane strength including how much
stress and strain the membrane can withstand without damage.

Yield stress and strain vary with material and with temperature. Figure 34 shows stress vs strain characteristics of mylar (CioHsO^n for a variety of
2

temperatures . The operating temperature of interest is about 17 K because of
the use of cryogenic fuel. For mylar between 4 K and 20 K the stress-strain
curve is nearly linear up to the ultimate stress of the material {about 300 MPa
at strain of 0.04}. There is little indication of yielding behavior, particularly at
strain less than 0.02. A maximum strain value of 0.02 would give a safety
factor of 2 below the ultimate strain of 0.04. It would not be catastrophic if an
occasional membrane broke, causing a 'dud' target. However, plant energy
efficiency would be degraded, so excessive failures should be avoided.
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Figure 3-4. Stress vs strain for mylar at various temperatures (Source: Schramm,
Clark, and Reed. A compilation and evaluation of mechanical, electrical, and thermal
properties of selected polymers. Original source: Armeniades, Kuriyama, Roe, and Baer 1967).

There is also an uncertainty in capsule location related to the amplitude of
the capsule oscillations within the hohlraum. As will be shown later, these

oscillations can be reduced by gradually (rather than abruptly) reducing the
acceleration near the end of the target injector.
The goal is to determine the maximum acceptable target acceleration and
minimum acceptable membrane thickness. To do this we must calculate the
membrane strain and displacement.
3.4. Formulation and Results
In this section we apply both linear and non-linear membrane theory to
calculate the force and displacement exerted by a membrane on a capsule. The
membrane strain, displacement, and rotation are small enough that linear
theory gives reasonable results. However, the linear theory can not satisfy the
assumed boundary conditions without including bending effects near the
boundaries.
3.4.1. Linear Formulation
The linear formulation follows the work of Timoshenko and
3

Woinowsky- Krieger on membrane theory of shells of revolution. A shell of
revolution (e.g. the membrane supporting an IFE capsule) is defined by
rotation of a plane curve about an axis in the plane of the curve. The curve is
called the meridian and its plane the meridian plane. Two dimensional slices
of the shell perpendicular to the axis form parallel circles. An element of the
shell is bounded by two adjacent meridians and two adjacent parallel circles as
shown in Fig. 3-5. The geometry and applicable forces are indicated. The
radius of the parallel circle is r$ , the radius of curvature of the membrane in
the meridianal direction is r\, and the distance (normal to the membrane)
from the element to the axis of symmetry is r$. The elements position and
orientation are further defined by the angle O relative to a reference meridian
and angle 8 that the normal to the element makes with the axis. The normal

forces per unit edge length acting on the membrane are T\ and T2 as shown.
One corner of the element can define a coordinate axis with x axis tangent to
the parallel circle, y axis tangent to the meridian, and z axis the inward
normal to the membrane at that point. With external loads per unit area Y in
the y direction and Z in the z direction, an equilibrium equation in the y
direction yields

3

^(Tir )-T r cos8 + Yr r =0,
3

2

4

4

3

(3-3)

and an equilibrium equation in the z direction yields

Tfo + T T4 sin 8 + Zr r^ = 0.
2

4

(3-4)
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Figure 3-5. Geometry and forces applicable to an axisymmetric membrane.

In the case of a cone with no external load (which is the assumed initial
condition of the membrane) r\ becomes infinite. As shown in Fig. 3-6, y can

be redefined as the distance from the axis in a direction parallel to the
membrane, y and r^ are simply related by the equation

n = y cos A

(3-5)

Equations (3-3) and (3-4) then simplify to

Tir = Ci

(3-6)

3

where Ci is a constant and Ti = 0. The constant Ci is related to the net axial
force F exerted by the membrane on the capsule.

F = 2nr3Tismd= 27tCisin0 so Ci = F/27tsin0.

(3-7)

To calculate the assumed small displacement of the membrane elements,
the displacement is broken into components. One component v\ is tangential
to the membrane in the y direction, the other component w\ is perpendicular
to the membrane in the z direction. The change in v\ over an element dv\ is
given by
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where ei is the meridianal strain and is given by Hooke's law
£
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where E is Young's modulus, h is the membrane thickness, x> is Poisson's
ratio, and Ti = 0. Since the outer edge of the membrane is attached to the
hohlraum, v\ and w\ are assumed to be zero at the outer boundary (note
v w < 0). Substituting equations (3-6), (3-7), and (3-9) into equation (3-8) and
Jf

}

integrating gives
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An inconsistency arises when we try to compute w\. Due to the
displacements v\ and w\, the radius of the parallel circle rz changes by an
amount fl;COS0-a>,sin0. The circumference increases in direct proportion to
the radius so

e = — [v cos 0 - zv sin 6)
H
2

t

l

(3-11)

where £2 is the circumferential strain. By Hooke's law
i

—i)T

does not accommodate the condition of zero circumferential strain at the
outer boundary since T2 vanishes for a cone and T\ does not vanish. For the
special case of zero Poisson's ratio, circumferential strain vanishes and
equation (3-11) reduces to

(3-13)

w, ~ v, cot 9.

In this case, the net displacement ATJ of all points on the membrane is in the
axial direction only and is given by

2

An = ^jvf + wf = - ^ V l + C O t e = - 7 ^ - =

sin 9

-r Ei

(3-14)
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The final shape is no longer a true cone but is curved in the meridianal
direction. Applying equation (3-14) to a membrane supported capsule of
radius r\ in a hohlraum of radius T2 with radius of membrane contact TQ, we
find that
('.
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6 = arcsin -L , r = r
2

3 m a x

, and r = r
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Substituting equations (3-15) into equations (3-14) and dividing through by
r2£i to normalize the results, we can obtain an equation for the membrane
displacement at radius ro, which is equivalent to the displacement of the
capsule within the hohlraum.
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Figure 3-6. Geometry of conical membrane.
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Figure 3-7. Normalized capsule displacement vs normalized capsule radius.

The normalized capsule displacement from equation (3-16) is plotted in
Fig. 3-7 for a range of normalized capsule sizes. Capsule displacement is
nearly independent of capsule radius over the range of interest from 0.3 to 0.6

times the hohlraum radius. The expected normalized capsule radius is about
0.4.
3.4.2. Nonlinear Formulation
4

Yang and Feng investigated axisymmetric deformations of nonlinear
(nonlinear stress-strain relationship) membranes and developed differential
equations that are appropriate to this problem. Their method requires several
definitions which will be described here. Figure 3-3 shows the deformation
geometry.
As shown in Fig. 3-3, the undeformed membrane is assumed to be conical
in shape to the circle at which it contacts the capsule, r and O are the polar
coordinates of a point on the undeformed membrane. The height of a point
on the undeformed membrane is given by r] = (rj - r) tan6o. In this
u

axisymmetric problem the properties of interest do not depend on polar angle
0. An infinitesimal element of the undeformed membrane has meridianal
dimension dr/cos do and circumferential dimension r (d&). The undeformed
membrane thickness is h. Upon deformation the element dr at radius r
moves to deformed radius p and height r\. The deformed element length is
ds. The meridianal and circumferential stress resultants (force per unit edge
length of the membrane) are T\ and T2.
The stretch ratios in the meridianal, circumferential, and perpendicular to
membrane directions are denoted by u, v, and x respectively. Then

« - ^ a - « d r - f i .

We define additional variables

(3-17)

dp

ds

u
w=j- andy = dr
—= cos9„

(3-18)

In equilibrium the net force on a differential element of the membrane is
equal to zero. Consider a differential element of the membrane shown in
Figure 3-8.

Side 1 = p d<>
1

Side 2 = p d^> = (p + dp) d<(>
2

t

Figure 3-8. A differential element of the deformed membrane.

Due to the membrane curvatures, it is difficult to properly illustrate the
angle dty in this figure. T2II (the projection of T2 in the direction of T\) is used
to define d(j>.

T2II = T2 sin dQ.

(3-19)

dp is given by
dp = pi-Ph

(3-20)

And d§ is given by
dO dp
sin a0 = d<t> = ~2 "^7-

,

_

(3-21)

The net force in the meridianal direction equals zero. This implies

(Ti + dTiKpi + dp) d<P = T\p\d®\ + 2T ds sin d<j> or,

(3-22)

2

dO dp
T\p\d® + T\ dpd® + dTipidO + dT\ dpd<P = T\p\ d®\ + 2T ds^j^.
2

(3-23)

Neglecting dJ\dpdO which is much less than the remaining terms and
dividing by pd&dp gives

^ 7 + ^ ( r i - T ) = 0.
2

(3-24)

Similarly, the net force perpendicular to the membrane is zero. This leads to

KiTi+K T = 0
2

2

where Ki and K are the principle curvatures in the meridianal and
2

circumferential directions, respectively.
We can now solve for Ki and K in terms of y, v, and w.
2

(3-25)

Let 8 be the angle between the membrane and the plane perpendicular to
the axis of symmetry. Then
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To evaluate Ki, use
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But for any variable t,
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Here the primes denote differentiation with respect to r.
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To evaluate K2, use
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(3-33)

rvy

In the target membrane problem K2 is positive, so the positive sign applies
above.
For two-dimensional stresses in an elastic material, T\ and T2 will be
functions of the stretch ratios u (or y = M/COSOQ) and v, i.e.

T\ = Ti (y,v) and T = T (y,v).
2

2

(3-34)

We now solve for the derivatives of y, v, and w with respect to r. Recall
equation (3-24),
'dTi

1 ,

-ai + p Oi-Td-o.

(3-24)
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f1 = ^

f2 ^ a 7 , and f = (T - Ti).
3

2

(3-39)

Substituting equations (3-35, 3-36, 3-38, and 3-39) into (3-24), the equilibrium
equation in the meridianal direction, gives
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Solving for JT gives
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Now solve for -j— = w'. Recall equation (3-25), the equilibrium equation
perpendicular to the membrane, KjTi + K2T2 = 0. Substituting for Ki and K2
gives
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To apply these differential equations, the constitutive equations for T\ =
T\{y,v) and T2 = Ti(y,v) are needed. As was done in reference 4, we assume
the Mooney model applies for the membrane material. Strain energy W is
the energy associated with the deformation of an elastic material, such as the
energy of a stretched spring. A Mooney model material has a strain energy
function of the form

W(Ii,l2) = C[(Ii-3) + a(I -3)]
2

(3-46)

where
2

2

2

II = u + v + x ,

2

2

2

2

(3-47)

2

2

I =u v + v x + u x,

(3-48)

2

C is a constant with dimensions of energy per volume (C is proportional
to the modulus of elasticity for small strain), and a is a dimensionless
constant relating the relative effect of Ii and I2.
A Mooney model material is also incompressible so that uv x = l.
4

This leads to the following constitutive equations for T\ and T2.

Ti = 2 C h ( ^ - - ^ 3 ) ( l + a t ; 2 ) a n d

T =2 C h ^ - ^ >

(3-49)

(l + a«2).

2

(3-50)

Recall, h is the undeformed membrane thickness. To first order in the strain,
these relationships for Ti and T2 reduce to Hooke's law. This equivalence will
now be demonstrated for small strain and incompressible material (Poisson's
ratio x> - 1/2 for an incompressible material).
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2
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2

2

= 2 C h [(1 + ei) - £2 - 1 + 3ei + 3e ] (1 + a)
2

= 2 (1 + a) C h [4ei + 2e ]
2

= 8 (1 + a) C h [ei + ^ l
= Ti from Hooke's law.

The last step identified the constant 8 (1 + a) C as being equal to -

E
2

• Thi

s

equality is valid for ei and £2 « 1 so that quantities of higher than first order
in strain are negligible.
5

Typical experimental values for a are less than g . The calculations are
not sensitive to the choice of a for small strains. The results reported in
section 3.4.2 use Mooney's model with a = 0. (C = E/6 for -0 = 1/2 and a = 0.)
Using Mooney's model and setting a = 0 in equations (3-49 and 3-50) and
using u=yCOS6Q gives
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Substituting equations (3-49 through 3-53) into equations (3-41, 3-42, and 3-45)
gives
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If a modified form of Hooke's law with
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where Ei = w-1 and 62 = v-\ is used rather than Mooney's model for the
constitutive equations in the preceding derivation, one obtains the following
equations.
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+

(3-59)

v{u-tf

^u-l+vty-1);

With appropriate boundary conditions, these equations can be
numerically integrated to calculate the deformation and shape of the
deformed membrane. The Runge-Kutta method is used. The assumed
boundary conditions for the membrane include the following:

(3-60)

1. The membrane is rigidly held at inner radius ro by the capsule and at the
outer radius r2 by the hohlraum. This implies that the circumferential stretch
v is unity where the membrane attaches to the capsule and to the hohlraum.
2. The meridianal stretch u at the inner radius of the membrane is chosen to
be a value which will not exceed the elastic limit of the membrane. The
membrane deformation is calculated for a range of w values.
3. For each — and u value we estimate a value for w = -j-, and compute the
membrane deformation from ro to ?2- K the computed circumferential stretch
at the outer edge of the membrane v{xi) is not equal to one, we have
estimated the wrong value of w. We try new values of w until one is found
which gives V(T2)=1To compute the membrane (and capsule) axial displacement rj, an
additional differential equation is needed. Referring to Fig. 3-9, we can deduce
the equation

dx\ = -^{dsf-{dpf

2

2

or ^ = -jy -w .

ds = ydr

(3-61)

Differential
cross-section
of membrane

dp=zvdr
Figure 3-9. Differential cross-section of membrane.

We also see from Fig. 3-9 that the angle 8 of the membrane as it leaves the
capsule is given by

102
\

f

w

arctan —- = arctan ( ^

e

{dp J

(3-62)

w

In doing these computations we are primarily interested in determining
two quantities. First we wish to know the displacement ATJ = T|(ro) - T|u(ro) as
0

this gives the uncertainty of the capsule position within the target. Second,
since net force equals mass times acceleration, we need to know the net force
F exerted on the capsule. The net force is given by
F~2jcrJ-,smO
- 2n^-2Ch u
V

~2n-

3 3
ItV

sin0

hE
-[(« -1) + v(v -1)] sin 9
r l-V

(Mooney' s model)
(Hooke' s law)

(3-63)
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££

- o2n
. y f ft i sin 8.
r, 1-v*

Equation (3-63) uses assumption #1 above and neglects the slight reduction in
membrane thickness with small strain. So given the capsule and hohlraum
radius (ri and 12), membrane thickness (h), meridianal membrane strain (ei),
modulus of elasticity (E), and Poisson's ratio Co), we need only the computed
value of 0 to approximate the net force on the capsule. With the capsule mass
also known we can then readily compute capsule acceleration by the equation
F = ma. Figure 3-10 shows the computed values of 6 vs inner membrane
strain for various capsule radius to hohlraum radius ratios (ri/r2). Figure
3-1 Oa used Hooke's law with Poisson's ratio of zero. Figure 3-1 Ob used
Mooney's model. Hooke's law with Poisson's ratio of 0.5 (incompressible)
gives similar results to Mooney's model. The expected capsule radius to

hohlraum radius ratio is about 0.4. As shown in Fig. 3-10a, with zero
Poisson's ratio, the angle increases from about 0.41 radians to 0.47 radians as
the strain increases from 0 to 0.04. Somewhat larger angles would result from
incompressible materials. The net force is proportional to eisinfl.
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Figure 3-10 (a). The computed angle at which the membrane leaves the
capsule vs inner membrane strain for various capsule radius to hohlraum
radius ratios ( r i / ^ ) , (Poisson's ratio is 0.0). (b) The computed angle at which

the membrane leaves the capsule vs inner membrane strain for various
capsule radius to hohlraum radius ratios (ri/r2). Mooney's model was used in
the calculations (Equivalent results are obtained using Hooke's law with
Poisson's ratio of 0.5).

It is also important to know how much the capsule moves relative to the
hohlraum as the membrane stretches. This movement causes oscillations of
the capsule in the hohlraum and (if these oscillations are not damped or
otherwise attenuated) an uncertainty in capsule position. The maximum
allowed uncertainty in capsule position relative to the hohlraum is not well
known and will require further study. If excessively far off center, the
radiation symmetry will be disrupted. We assume that if the displacement is
less than about 2% of the hohlraum radius, the target performance will not be
substantially downgraded. A method for attenuating the oscillations will be
described shortly. As is shown in Fig. 3-11, the capsule displacement vs
membrane strain is quite linear for a range of ri/r2 values and is not very
sensitive to capsule radius. (Figure 3-1 la used Poisson's ratio of 0.0. Figure
3-llb used Mooney's model). With maximum strain of 0.04, the capsule
displacement is about 3-4% of the hohlraum radius. However, if the
displacement is still excessive, the displacement could be reduced by about a
factor of two by pre-stressing the two opposing membranes to one half of the
maximum stress anticipated. As the capsule is accelerated, the stress and
strain of one membrane increases, while the stress and strain of the other
membrane decreases. The net force is about the same on the capsule with
only half the capsule displacement in the hohlraum.
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Figure 3-11. (a) Capsule displacement vs inner membrane strain for various
capsule radius to hohlraum radius ratios (ri/r2>. (Poisson's ratio is 0.0). (b)
Capsule displacement vs inner membrane strain for various capsule radius to
hohlraum radius ratios (ri/r2). Mooney's model was used in the calculations.
(Equivalent results are obtained using Hooke's law with Poisson's ratio of
0.5).

The force exerted by dual membranes on a capsule is much greater and the
capsule displacement is much less than for single membranes that were
covered in reference 6.
The acceleration must be large enough to meet the reaction chamber
pulse rate requirements. The membrane must be thin enough to not
adversely effect target implosion symmetry. As indicated in Fig. 3-12, the dual
membrane configuration has a better opportunity of satisfying both criteria.
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Figure 3-12. The target acceleration must be large enough to achieve the
reaction chamber pulse rate. However, the membrane must be very thin so
that energy may be absorbed uniformly on the capsule surface allowing the
capsule to implode more uniformly to the capsule center. The available
operating range is shaded. These constraints are more easily satisfied with a
dual membrane design.

Example 3.4-1.
Assume the following typical parameters for a dual membrane supported
capsule.
Capsule radius = r\ = 2.4 mm
Hohlraum radius = r = 6 mm
2

Membrane strain = ei = 0.02
7

Membrane thickness = h= 10" m
Capsule mass = m = 30 mg
Material = cryogenic mylar
Determine the capsule displacement and the capsule acceleration using the
linear model and the non-linear model with both Hooke's law with x> = 0 and
Mooney's model material assumptions.

The capsule displacement Arf is obtained from figures 3-7 and 3-11 using
0

r i / r = 0.4.
2

Linear

Arj = 0.8(r2)(ei) = 96 um
0

Hooke's Law ATJ = 0.015(r2> = 90 um
0

Mooney's
ATJ

0

A7] = 0.02(r2) = 120 um
0

is <2% of the hohlraum radius. If this displacement is unacceptable, Ai]

0

can be reduced to about 50-60 um by prestressing the membranes. A method
to further reduce oscillations will be discussed in section 3.5.
The capsule acceleration is obtained from equations (3-63) and F = ma. With
the linear theory the increase in the membrane angle 9 was neglected
resulting in a slightly lower calculated acceleration.
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With Hooke's law we use Fig. 3-10a for membrane angle.
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With Mooney's model we use Fig. 3-10b for the membrane angle.
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As shown in Fig. 3-13, the membrane-hohlraum boundary should be
designed to avoid a sharp radius of curvature R at the boundary. The
approximate additional strain on the membrane due to bending is given by
e = — . R must be made large enough that the bending strain plus the
2.R
stretching strain does not cause the membrane to break at the boundary.

Figure 3-13. Interface between membrane and hohlraum is rounded to
minimize membrane strain.
3.5. Effects of Membrane Vibration
Since the capsule and hohlraum have much larger mass than the
membrane, the large amplitude membrane vibrations will be due to
oscillations of the capsule within the hohlraum. The smaller superimposed
vibrations of the membrane (similar to those of a drum head) will be
neglected here.
Membrane vibrations (capsule oscillations within hohlraum) could have
several adverse effects. Vibrations will increase the maximum instantaneous
acceleration of the capsule directly increasing the maximum stress and strain

of the membrane. Vibrations may increase the uncertainty of the capsule
position. Vibrations may cause fatigue failure of the membrane. Vibrations
may couple with other target motions, causing the target to tumble.
As will be shown, the vibrations can be greatly reduced by a well selected
acceleration profile. Additionally, the adverse effects of vibrations would be
reduced if vibration damping were present. Membranes with damping
characteristics would be preferred. The remaining paragraphs in this section
assume no damping is present.
3.5.1. Vibration Frequency
As noted from Fig. 3-11, the capsule displacement is directly proportional
to the membrane strain. If we neglect the rather small membrane angle
increase with small strain, the force on the capsule is nearly proportional to
the capsule displacement (F ~ kAn ). In this way we can apply the well known
0

relationships for a harmonic oscillator to the motion of the capsule in the
hohlraum. For very small capsules in large hohlraums, this would not be
correct. A typical value for k can be obtained using the Mooney's model
parameters from example 3.4-1.
F = ma = kAr\

Q

ma
=> k ~
An

0

5

2

3xl(r kg(l840m/s )
*—T
~ 460N / m
1.2xl0^m

(3-67)

Normally, the capsule mass is much less than the hohlraum mass so that
reduced mass is approximately equal to capsule mass. We can approximate
the frequency of vibration by the well known vibrational frequency of a
harmonic oscillator.
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3.5.2. Vibration Amplitude and Resulting Position Uncertainty
Capsule displacement is nearly proportional to membrane strain. The
membrane displacement during target acceleration is a non-linear
superposition of a steady capsule acceleration component and a vibrational
component. Assuming a linear force vs displacement relationship and that
the vibrations are not resonantly driven, the maximum capsule displacement
1

is twice the equilibrium displacement. Since membrane strain and net force
are also nearly proportional to displacement, they would also double.
This would reduce the allowed acceleration by a factor of two. However,
this effect could be mitigated if the acceleration increased to maximum value
in a controlled manner. For example, an effective method to minimize the
vibrations is to increase the acceleration gradually over a few vibration cycles
(i.e. a few ms). We computed the results of gradually increasing and
decreasing acceleration. We used dimensionless parameters and Hooke's law,
assuming a constant value for the spring constant k. For example, Fig. 3-14
shows the capsule displacement in the hohlraum vs time for the assumption
that the hohlraum acceleration is increased over a time period of 2.5
oscillation cycles, held constant for the next 7 cycles and decreased over the
next 2.5 cycles. The figure indicates that the oscillatory overshoot during the
capsule acceleration is reduced from 100% to about 13%. The final oscillations
are reduced from 200% of the equilibrium acceleration position to 25%. This
reduction in final oscillations is important because membrane vibrations

Typical values for the equilibrium displacement strain and force were calculated in section 3.4.
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cause position deviations of the capsule inside the hohlraum. The hohlraum
also vibrates about the center of mass of the target and causes uncertainty in
the measurement of target position. Since the mass of the hohlraum is much
greater than the mass of the capsule, the target position uncertainty is much
less than the capsule position uncertainty.
The 2.5 cycle rise time indicated in Fig. 3-14 is far from optimum. Figure
3-15 shows maximum normalized capsule displacement as a function of
acceleration rise time. The oscillatory 'overshoot' is zero for acceleration rise
times equal to integral numbers of cycles and reaches local maximums near
integer plus half cycle rise times.
The choice of decreasing the rise after 9.5 cycles as indicated in Fig. 3-14 is
also far from optimum. Figure 3-16 shows the residual oscillation magnitude
after the acceleration is decreased as a function of when the acceleration
reduction began. The lower curve assumes the oscillations rise and fall
gradually over 2.5 cycles. The upper curve assumes instantaneous application
and removal of acceleration. The oscillations resulting from abrupt
acceleration application are about 8 times larger. In either case, if the
reduction begins after an integral number of cycles, there are no residual
oscillations. The residual oscillations are maximized if the reduction begins
in the middle of a cycle.
We conclude that an order of magnitude reduction in the vibrations is
readily achievable by ramping the acceleration up and back down over a few
target vibration periods.
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Time (oscillation periods)

14

Figure 3-14. Normalized hohlraum acceleration and axial capsule
displacement from center of hohlraum. This graph assumes that the force on
the capsule is proportional to the capsule displacement from the center. Here,
the acceleration increases and later decreases over a period of 2.5 cycles. By
comparison, if the acceleration were to increase and decrease abruptly, the
initial oscillations would be between 0 and 2 and the post accelerations worst
case oscillations would be between 2 and -2.
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1
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Acceleration rise time (oscillation cycles)
Figure 3-15. Maximum normalized capsule displacement as a function of
acceleration rise time. The acceleration is assumed to increase at a uniform
rate until the maximum acceleration is reached. A maximum displacement
of 1.0 indicates zero capsule oscillations during the constant part of the
acceleration. Typically, an order of magnitude reduction in the capsule
displacement "overshoot" is possible by increasing the acceleration gradually
over a few oscillation time periods.
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Figure 3-16. Normalized residual capsule oscillation magnitude depends on
when the hohlraum acceleration reduction begins, as well as how rapidly the
acceleration is applied, (a) Assumes instantaneous acceleration rise and fall
times, (b) Assumes the acceleration rise and fall times are each 2.5 natural
oscillation periods.

Hohlraum designs normally require that an axis of symmetry be
maintained stably oriented in space. It may be necessary to spin the target
about this axis for gyroscopic stability. If the vibration frequency and the
rotational frequency are nearly equal or integral multiples of each other a
coupling could occur between the two motions. This coupling could cause
amplified vibrations or rotational instabilities.
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Chapter 4 - Fuel Stress

4.1. Problem Definition and Solution Method
We used a finite-element code NHCE2D to calculate the stresses that would
occur in an IFE target to determine whether DT would be damaged
1

(inelastically deformed) by capsule acceleration. We used the conservative
assumption that the fuel may slide along the interior surface of the capsule
without friction or adhesion. The fuel is also assumed to be free to pull away
from the capsule without adhesion.
The target model used is shown in Fig. 4-1. and is based on Darwin Ho's
2

design. The capsule has a 2.34 mm radius and contains about 3.6 mg of DT
fuel and 15 mg of plastic capsule ablator.

1

The membrane is one micron

2

thick. An axisymmetric geometry is assumed. To account for the
acceleration, a force per unit volume equal to the acceleration times the
density and opposite in direction is placed on the target holding the outer
edge of the membrane fixed. This flattens the capsule slightly, stretches the
lower membrane, and the upper membrane becomes slack. The upper
membrane was neglected in these calculations.

1

The fuel stress calculated is not very sensitive to which material the capsule is made out of
(plastic or beryllium). As long as Young's modulus for the capsule is very much greater than
Young's modulus for the DT, the capsule does not deform much and acts almost as a rigid
restraint for the DT. The resulting DT stress is a little lower with beryllium which has a much
higher Young's modulus than plastic.
This membrane is thicker than the reference case membrane so that we can test the fuel stress
at a larger than reference case acceleration of 10,000 m / s . (Membrane stress is discussed in more
detail in chapter 3.).
2

2

Figure 4-1. A 2.34 mm radius fuel capsule is accelerated with a 1 urn thick
membrane.

The fuel was divided into 400 elements (100x4), the capsule into 200
elements (100x2). The membrane is divided into 100 elements (100x1). The
problem is done in cylindrical (r,z) coordinates. The boundary conditions
include constant r and z at the outer edge of the membrane and r = 0 "roller"
boundary conditions for the center of the fuel, capsule, and membrane. The
membrane is free to slide on and pull away from the capsule surface. The fuel
is free to slide on and pull away from the capsule. The membrane and capsule
3

are assumed to be an elastic material with density 1000 k g / m , Young's
modulus 7 GPa and Poisson's ratio 0.4. These are approximately the
properties of cryogenic mylar as shown in Fig. 3-4. The fuel has density of 250
3

k g / m , Young's modulus of 40 MPa, and Poisson's ratio of 0.3. These are the
density of frozen DT and the Young's modulus and Poison's ratio for D2 at
16.4 K (all hydrogen properties taken from reference 3). Young's modulus has
not been measured for DT, but is probably higher for a given temperature
than D2 (we estimate that they are roughly the same with DT at 1 degree
higher temperature), just as Young's modulus for D2 is much higher than
that for H2 (see table 2-4).
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4.2. Computational Results
2

With assumed acceleration of 10,000 m / s , the Von Mises (or effective)
3

stress in the fuel is shown in Fig. 4-2. The maximum effective stress is only
11 kPa. If the fuel adhered to the capsule, the maximum stress is much lower.
By comparison, the one dimensional stress a required to accelerate fuel of
shell thickness 8 = 0.3 mm given by

3

4

2

a = p5a = 250 kg / m (3 x 10^m)(l0 m / s ) = 0.75 kPa.

(4-1)

The resulting stress increases almost linearly with increased acceleration. As
long as the Von Mises stress remains below the yield stress, the fuel should
not be damaged. Yield stress for DT is not known but must be at least as high
as yield stress for D2 at a given temperature. Experiments to determine the
yield stress and Young's modulus for DT as a function of temperature would
be very useful for this study. Young's modulus and the yield stress of
hydrogen isotopes depend strongly on temperature, particularly as the
temperature approaches the triple point. Yield stress for D2 is 50 kPa at 16.4 K
and 80 kPa at 15.6 K. DT has a melting point about 1 K higher than D2 (19.7
2

K). As noted in section 2.6, it is reasonable to expect that for DT temperatures
less than 17.4 K, the yield stress will be greater than 50 kPa. We assumed in
chapter 2 that a higher final fuel temperature may be acceptable, but this is in
the reaction chamber after the target acceleration has been completed. This is
almost 5 times higher than the maximum effective stress calculated for a
2

2

10,000 m / s acceleration. Acceleration of 10,000 m / s should be possible with a

2

^This is 5 times higher than the reference case acceleration of 2,000 m / s . The resulting stresses
are reduced almost linearly with less acceleration.

safety factor of about 5 below yield stress of the DT. Of course, lower
2

acceleration such as our reference case acceleration of 2,000 m / s is also
possible. This allowed acceleration is nearly proportional to the yield stress of
DT which will strongly depend on temperature.
Assumptions:
Young's Modulus (E)
E = 40 MPa
n T

Yield Stress (Y)
Y = 50 KPa
n T

Figure 4-2. Stresses in fuel and membrane for an accelerated target.

The membrane stress and strain are also well below the failure stress and
strain of cryogenic mylar. However, we chose membrane strain a membrane
strain 10 times thicker than our reference case 0.1 urn to allow for this higher
acceleration.
According to calculations, a typical target can undergo acceleration of
2

greater than 10,000 m / s without damage to the fuel if the fuel temperature is
below 17 K. Experimental evaluation of DT Young's modulus and yield stress

as a function of temperature would be useful to more precisely quantify this
result.
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Chapter 5 - Target Steering
5.1. Introduction
Target injectors might be capable of meeting the required ±0.2 mm accuracy
discussed in section 2.3, but probably will not. If the target tracking
measurements indicate the beams will not hit the target with the required
accuracy, the beams must be redirected to the target or the target must be steered
to the beams. Since there is only one target and many beams, it might be simpler
to steer the target than to actively point the beams.
The time that the target will pass the beam focal point is predicted based on
target tracking measurements. The driver beam timing is then adjusted to arrive
simultaneously with the target, thus avoiding the need to correct the target's
position along its direction of motion. Steering the target perpendicular to its
motion is possible, avoiding the need to steer the beams.
Potential methods of steering a target include giving the target an electrical
charge and passing it through an electric field, exerting an impulse on the target
with a puff of gas or other material, or using ablation from the side of a target
caused by laser heating for example.
The electric field method of target steering is discussed in this chapter. We
find that electric fields acting on charged targets can provide more steering man
is likely to be required without excessively increasing target tumble angle.

5.2. Electrostatic Steering
At normal injection speeds, the force that can be exerted on a charged target
with electric fields is orders of magnitude stronger than the force that can be
exerted by magnetic fields.

As indicated in Fig. 5-1, the target with charge q, mass m, and speed v passes
between target steering electrodes with potential difference V, length L , and
s

spacing Yp. The electric field strength between the electrodes is approximately
given by E = V / Y . The target subsequently travels an extra distance L toward
p

c

the focal point near the reaction chamber center. The target steering displacement
AY is given by

AY =

+t

ll> <v (t)dt
y

i

= §atdt

t

+ \ ;+ <at dt
s

L +L
s
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o

m

c

(5-1)
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Figure 5-1. The charged target is steered by an electric field between the target
steering electrodes.

The value of E = V(Yp is limited by vacuum breakdown sparking. When the
target is between the electrodes, the fields and potentials of the target and
electrodes interact affecting each others values. Later in this chapter this
interaction is investigated with a three dimensional computational model. For

now we will investigate the independent fields and potentials of the target and
electrodes.
1

Kilpatrick's criterion which states that if

VEUexp

f-1.7xl0H

<1.8xlO 18

(5-2)

where E is the cathode (negative electrode) electric field, then vacuum sparking
should not occur (E and V are in SI units). This criterion allows rather strong
electric fields which are weakly dependent on the electrode spacing Y . As
p

shown in Fig. 5-2, the maximum electric field drops from 10 MV/m down to 6.3
MV/m as the electrode spacing varies an order of magnitude from 1 cm to 10 cm.
The maximum potential difference between the electrodes increases from 100 kV
to 600 kV over the same range.
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Figure 5-2. An electric field of more than 6 MV/m will not cause sparking
between steering electrodes over the range of electrode spacing of interest (up to
0.1 m). Maximum potential difference varies much more rapidly with electrode
spacing than does the maximum electric field.

Kilpatrick's criterion also limits the amount of negative charge which can be
placed on a target without vacuum sparking. The surface potential and electric
fields of a charged sphere are given by

£=— L a n d
4ne r

(5.3)

0

4 n £

°

r

(5-4)

where q is the charge in coulombs and r is the radius in meters. The mathematical
relationship between the surface potential and electric field is coincidentally the
same in the case of a sphere as in the case of the steering electrodes. But the size
range of interest is an order of magnitude smaller. Figure 5-3 shows the
maximum surface potential and electric fields associated with a negatively
charged spherical target up to 10 mm radius.
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Figure 5-3. Maximum surface potential and electric field of a negatively charged
sphere as functions of the sphere radius.

Figure 5-4 is a semilog plot of equations 5-2 to 5-4 for the negative charge
holding ability of a spherical target as a function of target radius. Maximum
charge held increases from 1.9 ncoulomb at r = 1 mm to 110 ncoulomb at r = 10
mm. If the target were positively charged, significantly larger (perhaps a factor of
10 larger) charge could be held without sparking. The reason for this is that a
much larger local electric field is required to eject positive ions from a material
(Field Ionization) than to eject electrons from a material (field emission).
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Figure 5-4. The amount of negative charge that a spherical target can hold
without vacuum sparking increases rapidly with target radius. Substantially
more positive charge could be held.

Example 1.
How far can a typical direct drive target be steered using this method?
Assume the following typical parameters:
Target radius

r = 3mm

Target mass

m = 0.03 g

Steering length

L = lm

Free coasting length

L = 5m

Target speed

v = 100 m / s

Electric field (Fig. 5-2)

E = 6 MV/m

Target charge (Fig. 5-4)

q = 13 ncoulomb

s

c

The displacement AY is then given by equation (5-1).
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= 1.4m.

This is three orders of magnitude more steering than would typically be
required. The scaling of this steering can be seen from the above equation. The
voltage can be decreased and the length L can be shortened.
s

If only a small amount of steering is required (AY is small), the ratio of
steering required and the required accuracy of the final target position is also
small, so we need not know the values of the steering parameters precisely. On
the other hand, if large steering is required, then the parameters must be well
known. The fractional errors (e.g. Aqfq or lAvjv) in the parameters add in
quadrature and the total should be less than 0.2 mm/AY. The actual charge q on
the target may be the most difficult parameter to control precisely. It may be
necessary to measure the charge on the target prior to steering and adjust the
steering field accordingly.

Example 2.
Using the same parameters as in example 1, except a shorter steering length
L = 0.5 m, what steering electric field would be required to steer the target 10
s

mm?
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If the steering electrodes were separated by 30 mm, about 2.6 kV potential
difference would be required.
5.3. Torque Effects
As noted in chapter 2, indirect ion driven target tumble must be limited to
about 1.5°
The torque that is applied to a target in an electric field has two main causes.
The first cause is the charge separation on the target caused by the electric field of
the electrodes. The second cause, which is covered later, is the charge attracted
on the steering electrodes by the electric field of the target. As shown in Fig. 5-5,
if a conducting target is not aligned perpendicular (or parallel) to the electric
field, a charge separation will occur which will be acted on by forces that are not
collinear. These forces provide a torque which tends to align the target axis
parallel to the electric field. The equation for the magnitude of this torque x is
given by

T = JExrpdV = JExrodA

where E the electric field, r is the position vector measured from the targets
center, p is the volume charge density, and a is the surface charge density.

(5-6)
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Figure 5-5. A conducting target in an electric field will undergo charge
separation. A torque results which tends to align the target with the electric field.

Just as the field of the electrodes causes charge movement on the target, the
field of the target causes charge movement on the electrodes which provides
additional torque on the target.

5.4. Computer Simulation

Is the magnitude of the torque on a typical target sufficient to cause excessive
target misalignment in the chamber center? This question is answered by using a
three dimensional computer simulation. Due to electrical breakdown as
discussed earlier, a target with sharp edges would not hold sufficient charge to
allow adequate steering. Therefore, it is assumed that even indirect-drive targets
requiring electrostatic steering would be made with rounded ends. The shape
may be similar to a medicine capsule with straight sides and rounded ends.
As shown in Fig. 5-6, the model target has cylindrical sides of length 2ro with
hemispherical ends of radius ri. The target axis is assumed to be rotated an angle
6 to the perpendicular to the applied field.

Figure 5-6. Dimensions of the model target for simulating the forces and torques
on a target between steering electrodes.
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Figure 5-7. A three dimensional grid is set up to calculate the electric potential at
each node of the grid.

As shown in Fig. 5-7, a grid is set up to compute the electric potential.
Boundary potentials are assigned and held constant. The finite difference method
with successive over relaxation is then used to solve Laplace's equation and

compute the potential at each node on the grid. Using the computed potentials at
the nodes, the average electric field values between the nodes can be calculated
where desired.
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Figure 5-8. Electric field lines around target between steering electrodes. The
imaginary box surrounds the target on all six sides.

Figure 5-8 provides a visual display of the electric field around a charged
target between steering electrodes. Figure 5-8 was produced with the help of a
3

commercial finite-element code assuming a two-dimensional target. Within an
4

electric field, both pressure and tension exist . There is a tension T along the field
lines and a pressure P perpendicular to the field lines.

2

T=eE2/2andP = -eE /2

(5-7)

where e is the material permittivity and the minus sign indicates repulsive force.
The magnitude and direction of the force per unit area on a surface in an electric
field depends on the location and orientation of the surface. If the surface is
perpendicular to the field (as in the case of a conductor surface) the force per unit
area is attractive, equals the tension, and is perpendicular to the surface. If the
surface is parallel to the field, the force per unit area is repulsive, equals the
pressure, and is again perpendicular to the surface. If the surface is oblique to the
field, both the tension and the pressure act on the surface, in their usual
directions, and the force is no longer perpendicular to the surface.
One could calculate the field on the surface of the target and integrate the
tension components around the target to obtain the force and torque on the
target. An easier way to obtain the same result is to set up an imaginary box
around the target as indicated in Fig. 5-8. It can be shown using appropriate
integrals of the pressure over the two surfaces, that the net force and torque
acting external to the box equals the net force and torque on the target. We
calculate the average electric fields along and perpendicular to line segments
attaching adjacent nodes along the sides of the box. Using a method described in
the following paragraphs, we then calculate and sum the force and torque
contributions of the electric field on each area element defined by 4 adjacent
nodes on the box.
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Right wall
of box

/

Lower wall
/
of box
Figure 5-9. The lower right edge of the imaginary box surrounding the target.
The force per unit area exerted on the walls of this box depend on the strength
and direction of the electric field.

Once the electric field is known, the horizontal (x) and vertical (y)
components of the force per unit area can be calculated. Figure 5-9 assumes the
field is in the x-y plane. The generalization to three dimensions has been
5

previously accomplished . The x component of the electric field is Esin<|). The y
component of the electric field is Ecos<|). On the right side, the tension along the
2

field lines produces a force per unit area of eE sin<|>/2. The pressure
2

perpendicular to the field lines exerts a force per unit area of eE coa))/2. The net x
component of the force per unit area is then given by

F /A = T
x

2

x x

2

= e ^ s i n ^ - E cos (|>)/2 = e((E )2 - (E )2)/2,
x

(5-8)

y

where T is the electromagnetic field stress tensor known as Maxwell's stress
tensor (the magnetic field terms are assumed to be negligible here).
Similarly,

F /A=T
y
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x y

2

= e(E sin(j)cos<J) + Ecos<t>sin<j>) / 2 = e(2E E ) / 2 = eE E .
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With a z component to the field this result becomes

F / A =T = e((E )2 - (E )2 -(Ez)2)/2.
x
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The Maxwell stress tensor can be succinctly written

5

T p = E(E Ep- l/2(E«E)5 p).
a

a

(5-11)

a

The force per unit area on a surface is the dot product of the stress tensor with
the outwardly directed normal to the surface. Explicit results for all six sides
assuming that z values increase from front to back are:
(5-12)
Left

F / A = e(-(E )2 + (E )2+ (Ez)2)/2, F / A = -eE E and F / A = -eE E

Right
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The surface area of each element is the grid spacing squared. The force per
unit area between each node is then multiplied by the surface area to give the x,
y, and z components of the force on each element. The x, y, and z forces are then
summed all the way around the box. If the target is sufficiently far from the
horizontal edges of the steering electrodes, the net horizontal force on the target
approaches zero. The voltage may be applied after the target enters between the

steering electrodes, and removed before the target leaves the steering electrodes
to ensure the target is away from the fringing fields. This voltage is a steering
voltage and must be changed for each target anyway.
Due to the geometry involved, the x and y components of the total torque will
be zero. The z component of the torque due to the force on each element is
calculated by multiplying the y component of the force by the x displacement of
the element from the target center and subtracting the x component of the force
times the y displacement of the element from the target center. If the center of the
element is at point (x,y,z) and the center of the target is located at point (xo,yO/Zo),
then the torque T \ due to that element is given by
e

T i = Fy(x-xo) - F (y-yo).
e

x

(5-13)

The torque is then summed around the imaginary box to yield the total torque on
the target.
It is also possible to compute how much charge is on the model target. We use
Gauss's law that the electric flux leaving the box is proportional to the charge
enclosed. We simply multiply the normal component of the electric field passing
through each element by the area of the element to obtain the flux leaving each
element. We then sum these flux values multiplied by the permittivity to obtain
the charge enclosed.
A series of computations was performed assuming the target was centered
between electrodes spaced 16 mm apart with a rotation angle of 0.1 radians
(5.7°). The target charge, target torque, target force, and maximum electric field at
the cathode (for use in Kilpatrick's criterion) were calculated under various
conditions. The conditions included cases with
1. target potential of 10,000 V with electrode potential 0 V,

2. target potential 0 V with electrode potential ±10,000 V, and
3. target potential 10,000 V with electrode potential ± 10,000 V.
The computations were done with a three different target radii ri of 2.1 mm, 2.9
mm, and 4.4 mm. Thirteen values were used for the cylinder half length's ro
ranging from 0.3 mm to 5.7 mm. Additional computations were done to verify
code accuracy and determine scaling laws which will be described later.
The results of these computations will now be provided in graphic form.
Figures 5-10 and 5-11 show the maximum cathode field and the torque which
result from an electrode potential of ±10,000 V and a target potential of 0 V. The
target charge and net force on the target in this case are both zero.
Figures 5-12,5-13, and 5-14 show the maximum cathode field, the torque, and
the net charge which result from an electrode potential of 0 V and a target
potential of 10,000 V. The net force on the target is again zero in this case.
Figure 5-15 shows the net force that results from an electrode potential of
±10,000 V and a target potential of 10,000 V. The net torque, maximum cathode
field and target charge can be obtained from the superposition principle by
adding the separate results at 10,000 V target potential and ±10,000 V electrode
potential.
The following scaling laws apply. If the target length, radius, and electrode
separation are all increased by the same factor "x" while leaving the potentials the
same, the charge and torque increase by x, the net force remains constant, and the
electric fields change by 1/x. The target charge is directly proportional to the
target potential. The net maximum cathode field is the sum of two terms. One
(Eo) is proportional to the target potential, the other (Ei) is proportional to the
electrode potential (Emax = Eo + Ei). The net force on the target is directly
proportional to the product of the electrode and target potentials (equivalently
the force is proportional to the product of the maximum cathode fields F =

CEoEi). The torque on the target is the sum of two terms. One is proportional to
the target potential (or max target induced cathode field) squared, the other is
2

proportional to the electrode potential (or field) squared (T = A(EQ) + B(Ei) ).
2

For small target rotation angles, the net torque is proportional to the target
rotation angle.
Kilpatrick's criterion, given by equation (5-2), limits the maximum cathode
electric field Emax to about 10 MV/m for a potential difference of order 100,000
V. The positive potential electrode and the target are both surfaces to which
sparking can occur. Therefore, the potential difference used in equation (5-2) is
the greater of the potential difference between the electrodes and the potential
difference between the cathode and target.
To minimize the amount of target rotation, it is desirable to maximize the
ratio of steering force to torque on the target. We maximize
F
T

=

CEpE,
AEl + BE*
=

CE {E -E )
AE +B(E -E ) '
Q

max

0

2

0

2

max

0

Taking the derivative with respect to EQ and setting it equal to zero gives

__ J±^B^-B

Eo

Em

The negative square root is used to give Eo between 0 and E

(5

m a x

.
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. For the target

and electrode sizes used in this report, all values for Eo and Ei were between 40%
and 60% of Emax. So assuming E ax is around 10 MV/m with Eo and Ei each 5
m

MV/m, we calculated torques and forces for target sizes and electrode spacing
equal twice those used in the original computations. The results of these

computations are shown in figures 5-16 and 5-17. These results are not quite
optimized, but they are representative of what can be achieved.
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Figure 5-10. The maximum electric field at the cathode is plotted for a range of
target lengths and three different target radii. Knowing the maximum cathode
electric field is important to ensure vacuum sparking does not occur.
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To calculate the rotation caused by the torque, the target moment of inertia
must be known. Assuming the mass is uniformly distributed over the area of the
target, the moment of inertia is given by

(4if + 3r?r + 6iy2 + 2r ) = mr\V where

m

I=

3

0

&

r

0

+ r

V O lj

6(r +l)

(5-16)
v

^

0

The normalized moment of inertia I' vs. the normalized target cylinder half
1

length r'o is plotted in Fig. 5-18. We see that I varies from 0.67 to 2.8 over the
range of interest of targets that are spherical to targets that are three times as long
as they are wide. Of course one could calculate the actual moment of inertia of
any specific target of interest.
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Figure 5-18. Normalized moment of inertia (F = I/mri ) vs. normalized target
cylinder section half length (r'o = rn/ri).

We now have enough data to calculate how much steering can be achieved
with a given amount of target rotation angle. If we assume that the steering
electrodes are short compared to the coasting distance after passing through the
electrodes (which will probably be at least 3 m), then the target rotation angle
will change relatively little while passing between the electrodes. In any case, the

144
angle 0 used in the computations should be the average target angle as it passes
between the electrodes. The total angular change A9 of the target due to steering
is directly proportional to the torque T, which is proportional to 8 for small
angles.
f

A6 =

e^+t t

—

s c

TLs t + 2t
mr\V
s

c

e

(5-17)

where t is the steering time and t is the coasting time. The total linear change in
s

c

the targets position due to steering is proportional to the force on the target.
(at

FL(L + 2L

m —+V,

(5-18)

m^

2

Both, the linear and the angular change depend on the steering and coasting
distance and target mass by the same relationships. Therefore, it is possible to
calculate the amount of linear steering that will result in an additional target
rotation angle that is equal to the initial target rotation angle, independent of the
target mass, initial angle, steering distance, or coasting distance.
„2 .F
T

Ay = rfl'-

for Ad = 6 and T = T(0).

Less linear steering would require less electric field and would result in
proportionately less angular steering.

(5-19)

Example:
A target has a radius of 5.8 mm and is twice as long as it is wide (hence ro =
ri). How much linear steering between electrodes placed 32 mm apart would
result in approximately doubling the targets rotation angle? How much steering
could be provided if the target mass was 1 g, speed was 100 m / s , the steering
distance was 1 m and the coasting distance was 5 m?
Answer:
The maximum force, torque, and normalized moment of inertia are read from
figures 5-16,5-17, and 5-18 respectively. From equation (5-19),

,

3

2

Ay = r ? J - = (5.8xlO~ ) (1.3)
^ ^
T
'
1.5xlO^Nm
y

1

v

v

= 0.1m.

(5-20)

y

From equation (5-18), the steering that would result from 1 m steering distance
and 5 m coasting distance is
_ Ft ft +2t }_
Ay = m
s

s

c

0.35 N(0.01 s)(0-01 s +2(0.05 s)
= 0.2m.
0.001 kg
/

(5-21)

We are reminded here that greater steering is possible with larger steering and
coasting distances at the expense of greater angular displacement. However, we
do not expect to have to steer targets more than about 1 mm, so these results are
quite favorable. We would actually use a much lower electric field and a shorter
steering distance appropriate to the amount of steering required. This would
result in much less target rotation.

This example assumed values for target size and electrode separation that
required no use of scaling laws or interpolation. The following example
demonstrates the use of these methods.
Example:
A target has a radius of 10 mm and cylinder half length of 5 mm. How much
linear steering between electrodes placed 40 mm apart would result in
approximately doubling the targets rotation angle?
Answer:
We first scale the problem down by factor 2.5 to fit computed values in
figures 5-10 through 5-15. ri' = 4 mm, ro' = 2 mm, and electrode spacing = 16 mm.
Then
from Fig. 5-10; Ei* = 2.2 MV/m,
from Fig. 5-11; Ti' = 1.5 uNm,
from Fig. 5-12; E ' = 2.2 MV/m,
0

from Fig. 5-13; To' = 0.8 uNm, and
from Fig. 5-15; F= 0.015 N.
Scaling these values back up in size according to scaling rules gives
Ei" = (2.2 MV/m)/2.5 = 0.88 MV/m,
Ti" = (1.5 uNm )x2.5 = (3.75 uNm),
E " = (2.2 MV/m)/2.5 = 0.84 MV/m,
0

To" = (0.8 uNm)x2.5 = 2.0 uNm, and
F" = (0.015 N)(l).
We now evaluate the constants A and B for use in equation 5-15.
2

6

A = T *7(Eo") = 2.0X10" Nm/(8.4xl05v/m)2 = ZSxlO"^
0

2

6

5

2

B = Ti"/(Ei") = 3.75X10- Nm/(8.8xl0 V/m) = 4.8xl0"
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From Fig. 5-18, T = 0.8. And finally using equation (5-19),
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In the previous two examples/the target was steered 100 to 200 mm to cause a
doubling of the targets tumble angle. The increase in tumble angle is
proportional to the amount the target is steered. Therefore, targets may be
electrostatically steered many millimeters (i. e. <10 mm) without excessively
increasing target tumble angle.
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Chapter 6 - Target Injection Methods
6.1. Introduction
As indicated in Fig. 6-1, the target injector is an important component of an
inertial fusion energy power plant. The approximate performance parameters
include the following. Target injection rates of several per second (6 for HYUFE1

II). The injection speeds must be of order 100 m/s. The required target
2

acceleration is nominally 2,000 m / s . Driver beams must be positioned to within
20% of beam spot size on heavy-ion targets, and 10% of target radius for direct
2

laser driven targets. For a 2 mm radius ion beam, this gives allowed error of ±0.4
mm. Assuming statistically equal error is due to beam pointing, target
placement, and target tumble, each could contribute ±0.23 mm to this error. This
tumble error corresponds to about ±1.5°. For a spherical direct-drive target,
tumble is not a factor.
There are many methods of target injection that may be effective in delivering
targets to meet the above parameters. The top injection candidates are the
electrostatic accelerator, gas gun, rail gun, induction accelerator, and
ferromagnetic accelerator. The type of injection mechanism chosen may be
different for different power plant and target designs. The injection mechanism
for a direct-drive target may well be different than the mechanism for an
indirect-drive target. References 1,2, and 3 all recommend gas gun target
injection for targets with removable sabots or indirect-drive targets. Reference 4
compares the gas gun and ferromagnetic accelerator both using sabots. Reference
5 recommends gas gun for indirect-drive and the ferromagnetic accelerator with
a sabot for direct drive. The ferromagnetic design uses a traveling magnetic field
gradient to exert a force on a ferromagnetic cylinder which is placed inside the
sabot. This injection method is described in Ref. 4.

Figure 6-1. Inertial fusion energy reaction chamber with target injector and final
part of driver beams.

The performance and cost of target injection systems are not well enough
known to make quantitative target injector selection decisions. However, there
are substantial qualitative differences that do indicate a preferred injector for
various kinds of targets. The leading injection methods (except ferromagnetic

acceleration) are discussed in the following sections. Table 6-1 summarizes the
advantages and disadvantages of these methods.
Table 6-1. Advantages and disadvantages of leading injection methods.
Injection
Method
Gas gun

Advantages
• Simple
• Low risk of failure
• Low cost
Electrostatic • Requires no sabot
accelerator
• No wear of target or
injector
Rail gun
• Simple
• Probably good speed
control
Induction
accelerator

• No electrical contact

Disadvantages
• Injects gas into vacuum chamber
requiring additional vacuum
pumping
• Limited propulsive force
• Difficult to control target position
• Requires electrical contact with rails
• Possibly severe wear
• Conducting armature material must
be added to target
• Requires many coils
• Conducting armature material must
be added to target

6.2. Gas Gun
6.2.1. Gas Gun Overview
A gas gun uses compressed gas (perhaps helium) to propel the target down a
cylindrical barrel toward the reaction chamber. Some new concepts for a gas gun
are indicated in Fig. 6-2. As described in section 6.2.2, the gas flow is controlled
by a rotating cam and poppet valve arrangement allowing rapid (a few ms) and
reliable operation similar to an internal combustion engine. Reloading of the gun
is accomplished via a revolver mechanism. A source of inaccuracy with a gas gun
is gas flowing past the target after the target moves out of the barrel. This effect
could be minimized by putting openings near the end of the gun barrel through

which much of the gas can escape. Most of the gas escapes through the vents
before it has a chance to disrupt the target trajectory and the gas may be
differentially pumped prior to entering the reaction chamber.

Figure 6-2. Gas gun target injector with vents for the gas to escape.

A target designed by Ho to which we have added a cylindrical target case
6

and support membrane for injection purposes, is shown in Fig. 2-13. The mass of
1

the basic target is about 0.5 g, to this we add an additional 2 g of Flibe (Li2BeF4).
The Flibe is added to provide structure around a very thin layer of lead. Assume
this 2.5 g, 7.5 mm radius target must be accelerated to a speed of 100 m / s at a
1

Flibe is derived from an acronym for fluorine, lithium, and beryllium. It is suggested for use
here because in its molten form, Flibe is the first wall of the HYLIFE-II reaction chamber.
1

2

rate of 1,000 m / s with room temperature helium. Simple calculations will verify
that the gas pressure is 14 kPa (2.1 psi) and about 20 mg of gas is required. If the
2

reference case of 2,000 m / s acceleration is required, the gas pressure is doubled,
but the mass remains the same. Removal of this gas and gas pressure drop in the
barrel is covered in section 6.2.2.
To estimate the accuracy that can be expected, a comparison can be made
with match quality air rifles. Air rifles are capable of firing test groups
7

subtending 1II min (0.15 mrad) of angle at the standard 10 m range. This is a
± 0.75 mm spread at 10 m. This accuracy should be met, or exceeded, firing
through vacuum into a reaction chamber. If the accuracy can be improved (to
±0.2 mm) active target and beam steering would be unnecessary.
6.2.2. Gas Flow Control and Pumping
6.2.2.1. Cam and Poppet Valve Flow Control
When operating a gas gun for target injection purposes it is necessary to open
and shut the gas control valve several times each second. The target acceleration
time for a target speed of 100 m / s would be between 10 ms (for acceleration of
2

2

10,000 m / s ) and 100 ms (for acceleration of 1,000 m/s ). Gas valve opening and
shutting times should be a small fraction of the target acceleration time. To
provide consistent target speeds which will improve injection accuracy, the
opening and shutting times as well as the total time the valve is open should also
be consistent.
Our method for achieving rapid, reliable, consistent gas control is borrowed
from the internal combustion engine. In a typical four cycle engine, the valves
8

open or shut in about 60° of crankshaft revolution. At 10,000 rpm, 60° of crank
revolution requires just 1 ms.

An important design consideration for a gas gun is valve sizing. A typical
poppet valve has a mean inlet flow coefficient of 0.35 with a lift to diameter ratio
9

(L/D) of 0.25. While fully open (L/D > 0.2) a properly designed valve has a flow
9

coefficient about 0.5. This means that the open valve restricts flow similar to an
orifice with half the area. If we design the valve with twice the area (1.4 times the
diameter) of the gun barrel, it will not significantly reduce the flow when open.
Sufficient flow area should also be provided to ensure the gas flow velocity
remains below 0.6 times the speed of sound. Above 0.6 times sound speed valves
8

become less efficient in transmitting gases. With the valve area twice the barrel
area, the effective gas velocity throughout the valve is about the same as through
the barrel. For example, a speed of 100 m/s is about 0.1 times the speed of sound
in room temperature helium. The diameter of typical automotive intake valves is
8

over 4 cm. The diameter of a typical IFE target is less than 2 cm. The diameter of
the gas gun control valve would be less than 3 cm diameter with about 0.75 cm
lift.
Since the desired valve is smaller than an automotive valve, it could opened
or shut more quickly than an automotive valve (i.e. < 1 ms). However, the
rotation speed of the cam to operate this gas valve will be much slower than the
rotation speed of an automotive cam (e.g. 6 Hz for IFE vs. 83 Hz for a 10,000 RPM
4 cycle engine). With lower rotation speed, the cam must cause valve opening
over a smaller rotation angle and a larger cam is required. If 3 ms corresponding
to 6° rotation is an acceptable opening time, then a cam with about a 15 cm
radius could be used as illustrated in Fig. 6-3.

Figure 6-3. A cam for gas gun gas flow control.
6.2.2.2. Vacuum Pumping Design
We now consider removal of the helium gas used for injection. It should be
noted that for a 400 MJ fusion micro explosion, about 1 mg of helium is produced
and several milligrams of other gases such as deuterium and tritium are released.
These gases must be removed from the reaction chamber and reprocessed.
Therefore, it should not pose a problem if less than 1 mg of helium from a gas
gun enters the reaction chamber. Our gas removal design will be based on the
previous example of 20 mg per shot of room temperature helium flowing
through a 5 m long, 7.5 mm radius gun barrel with a pressure of 14 kPa and
initial velocity of 100 m/s. A longer than reference case gun barrel length of 5 m
is used here as. Shorter barrels will vent more quickly. The shutter and vents at
the end of the gun barrel minimize the helium which proceeds past the end of the
3

gun barrel. The helium expands out through the vents into a 0.09 m volume (100
times larger than the gun barrel volume) to allow the gas pressure to be reduced

to 140 Pa (1 Torr). If a vacuum system is designed with capacity to pump 0.09 m

3

3

each shot (0.54 m / s or 1140 cfm for a 6 Hz pulse rate), the average pressure can
be maintained at about 140 Pa. Commercial off the shelf Roots vacuum pumps
with oil sealed mechanical backing pumps could handle this load for a purchase
10 11

cost of about $40,000. '

Acceptable pipe sizing leading to the Roots blower can

readily be calculated. The mean free path X of the helium atoms is given b y

x.

12

kT
2

nP8 ^
1.38xlQ- J/K(293K)
23

3.14(140 Pa)(2.2xl0

-10

(6-1)

2

m) (1.41)

= 0.13 mm

where 8 is the gas kinetic diameter of the atoms. This is three orders of
magnitude less than the expected piping size, so the flow is viscous rather than
molecular. The gas flow Q through the piping is equal to the product of the
pressure P and the volumetric flow rate dV/dt. Q is also the product of the of the
conductance C and the pressure difference AP. The viscous conductance of the
piping is given b y

12

4

n D =
C = ——P
128 7]L

(6-2)

where 7] is the viscosity, D is the pipe diameter, and L is the pipe length.
Assuming a 4 m pipe length (to allow the pump to be placed out of the congested
beam area), we can calculate the minimum piping diameter to keep the pressure
drop below 10% for example.

V

TlAP
3

-5

(128(0.54 m / s)(l.96 x 10 kg / s • m)(4 m)
3.14(14 Pa)
= 0.11m.

0.11 m is smaller than the gas expansion volume diameter and is acceptable.

6.2.2.3. Gun Barrel Venting
It is of some interest to calculate how much gas pressure remains in the gun
barrel after venting begins. The pressure gradient provides a force to propel the
gas out of the gun barrel. This force is countered by a frictional force due to the
gas viscosity. The magnitude of the frictional force is depends on whether the
flow is laminar or turbulent. Reynolds number NR for the example we have been
e

considering is given b y
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2xl0~ kg
7t(0.0075 m) (5 m)
1.96 x l O k g / m s

100m/s(0.015m)

2
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(6^)

= 1700

where v is gas flow velocity. Since Reynolds number is less than 2,500 the flow is
probably laminar. However, there will be some turbulence near the end of the
gun barrel once venting begins because this gas will be accelerated to speeds
much greater than 100 m/s. The resulting increased friction will reduce the initial
venting rate. To calculate gas venting, we need equations for the friction in both

the laminar and turbulent regimes. A friction coefficient/can be defined as the
ratio of the wall sheering stress t

w

to the dynamic head of the g a s

13

:

/ = — TTv
pv 12

(6-5)

2

With this definition, for laminar flow the friction factor is given b y
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J6_ 6u_
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pvD

For turbulent flow and Reynolds numbers less than around 10,000 the friction
13

factor is larger than is predicted for laminar flow and is roughly 0.01. There is a
discontinuous increase in the friction factor going from laminar to turbulent flow.
The cutoff between laminar and turbulent flow was assumed to occur at
Reynolds number of 2500.
The frictional force dF exerted by the gun wall on an element of length dx of
the gas is

2

dF = nDr dx = 7tfDpv dx / 2.
w

(6-7)

For laminar flow, substituting equation (6-6) into equation (6-7) gives

dF = 8ny.vdx.

(6-8)

For laminar flow, the frictional force depends primarily on the gas velocity and is
not affected by the gas pressure. As the pressure gradient decreases, the velocity
of the gas will decrease causing the rate of pressure decrease to be greatly

reduced. With turbulent flow, the friction force is pressure (density) dependent.
The gas velocity is independent of the pressure gradient to density ratio. To
calculate the gun barrel pressure as a function of time and position, I wrote a
FORTRAN program in which the gas in the gun barrel is divided into 180 equal
length elements. The assumed equal mass of these elements is calculated. These
elements are allowed to expand and move due to the forces acting on them
including the frictional force from the wall and the pressure forces from adjacent
elements. The vents in the end of the gun barrel are assumed to be large enough
so that gas flow is not restricted leaving the end of the barrel. The pressure
volume relationship of the elements is assumed to be that of an isentropically
expanding ideal gas and is given by

r

PV =P V%
0

(6-9)

where yis the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat at
constant volume and is equal to 1.67. The gas in each element stays with the
element. Once the center of the element passes out the end of the gun barrel its
pressure is assumed to be zero. The position of the center of each element and the
pressure of each element is computed vs. time for 100 ms. The gas pressure vs.
position is plotted at 10 ms intervals in Fig. 6-4. There will still be a few hundred
Pa of pressure in the gun barrel when it comes time to accelerate the next target.
If the external pressure is assumed to be 140 Pa instead of zero, the pressure
approaches asymptotically to 140 Pa instead of to zero.
Also of interest is the pressure drop in the gun barrel during target
acceleration which is given by

5

F SxfwL 8(1.99 x IP" kg / m • s)(100 m / s)(5 m)
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(0.0075 m)
1
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which is just 2% of the 14 kPa accelerating gas pressure.
-T = 10 ms
4000-

Pressure at t = 0 is
off scale (14 kPa)
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Pressure response of a 15 mm diameter , 5 m long
gas gun with an initial gas velocity of 100 m/s.
The pressur e is plotted at 10 ms intervals for
100 ms. The initial pressur e is 14 kPa.
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Figure 6-4. Barrel gas pressure vs. position for the first 100 ms after venting
begins. Initial pressure is 14 kPa of helium. The pressure is plotted at 10 ms
intervals.

We now consider the pressure downstream of the gas gun through which the
target must travel enroute to the reaction chamber. It is in this region that target

position measurements are made and that steering takes place if necessary. The
vents will be made large enough (i. e. with area much larger than the crosssectional area of the gun barrel) that the gas vents prior to reaching the end of the
barrel. To find an upper limit to the quantity of gas that could enter this area,
assume the gas in the expansion area around the vents proceeds with the speed
of sound through the gun barrel end as it would through an open orifice into a
vacuum. In this case the mass flow rate of gas down stream of the gun barrel
would be given by
2

dm _ pdV _ PWAc _ PW7rr ^yRT / W _
1W
dt
dt
RT
RT
™ V RT
2

(6-11)
, 167(0.004 kg/mole)
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where W is the mass of a mole of helium, A is the area of the gun barrel, and c is
the speed of sound. 40 mg/s is a third of the total 120 mg/s assumed to be used
for a 6 Hz pulse rate. This gas flow can be greatly reduced by the use of a shutter
at the end of the gun barrel. For example, it could be reduced by an order of
magnitude if the shutter were shut 90% of the time. A rotating shutter as
depicted in Fig. 6-2 could accomplish this task. In this case only about 3% of the
total gas used makes it through the end of the gun barrel. If the expansion
volume and pumping system were the same downstream of the barrel as they
were around the vents, the pressure would be 30 times less or about 5 Pa. With
this low pressure, and a shutter isolating the reaction chamber, the gas entering
the reaction chamber will be negligible.
An additional shutter and pumping stage could be provided to reduce
pressure to about 0.1 Pa (1.3 mTorr) prior to electrostatic steering if necessary.
Some multistage Roots blowers have high pumping capacity at this low

10

pressure. The ionization cross section for a single electron on a neutral helium
14

peaks at 0.4 square angstroms. Therefore, at 0.1 Pa, the mean free path of an
electron for ionization of He is about 10 m which is much greater than the
expected distance between steering electrodes. Therefore the gaseous helium
should not increase sparking. However, the steering surfaces and target would
have a monolayer of helium adhered. Good outgassing may not be possible.
Because of aerodynamic drag, excessive gas between the first target position
detector and the reaction chamber could also affect target position prediction
accuracy. However, 5 Pa is not nearly enough pressure to substantially degrade
target accuracy.
The gas gun target injection method is recommended for indirect-drive
targets because it is a simple, reliable device and the required gas pumping is
manageable.
6.3. Electrostatic Accelerator
Electrostatic levitation has been studied at LLNL and other places.

15-17

The

process was called electrostatic levitation because the emphasis was on
suspending the targets rather than accelerating them. Small (800 \im diameter)
capsules were stably levitated in air for several days and transported in air with
4
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speeds of 10* m/s to 0.1 m / s . As shown in Fig. 6-5, the target capsules are
given an electrical charge and suspended between quadrupole rails. As described
in Ref. 16, the oscillating quadrupole field provides a centering force to
dynamically confine the target. As described in the following paragraphs, target
position monitoring with active feedback could eliminate the need for an
oscillating quadrapole field. A DC field can be added to counteract the effects of
gravity. Accelerating electrodes are installed to provide the required electric field
for target acceleration. There will be many accelerating electrodes in the target

injector. The potential of each electrode should be individually controlled to
provide corrections to target acceleration.
It is important that target position, velocity, and acceleration be closely
monitored during the acceleration process (photodiode detectors are
recommended as described in chapter 7). For example, assume the injection
2

velocity is 100 m / s with acceleration of 1,000 m / s . (Due to charge and electric
field limitations to be discussed soon, acceleration may be limited to less than the
2

reference case 2,000 m / s used with other acceleration methods). The
acceleration time is then 100 ms. Position detectors could be set up to measure
target position where the target is predicted to arrive each ms. Suppose the
accuracy of the position measurement is ±10 urn in each of the three spatial
dimensions and is digitally evaluated in 10 (im increments. Velocity could be
calculated based on two position measurements divided by the time between
them. Acceleration could be calculated based on two subsequent velocity
calculations. (Velocity and acceleration calculated in this manner are quite
sensitive to position errors, particularly if the measurement time interval is
short). Measured position, velocity, and acceleration could be compared with
desired values to provide position, velocity, and acceleration errors. Appropriate
weighting could be given to each of these errors, and the subsequent accelerating
and suspension electric fields could be modified to correct these errors.
As an example of how this correction method could work, suppose a target
had 10% less charge than was desired but electric fields were uniform and correct
in the direction of acceleration and in the direction to counteract gravity and the
target begins acceleration at rest by the first set of detectors. In this case the
2

2

acceleration would be 900 m / s instead of 1,000 m / s in the acceleration
2

direction and about 1 m / s instead of zero in the vertical direction. About 1.11
ms later the target passes the second detector which is 0.5 mm from the first
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detector. The desired average velocity between these detectors is 0.5 m/s. The
calculated velocity is 0.45±0.014 m/s. In the vertical direction the target has fallen
0.6 um which is not measurable to +10 urn. One could begin corrections based on
the calculated velocity error or wait for another measurement to calculate
acceleration error. Choosing to wait, the target passes the third detector located
1.5 mm from the second detector at time 2.22 ms instead of 2 ms. The calculated
2

acceleration and velocity are 10% too low (900±20 m / s and 1.35+0.014 m / s
respectively). The subsequent accelerating electric fields could be increased by
11% to correct acceleration error and a small additional amount to gradually
reduce the velocity error. If computations and corrections are made in the next
ms, the subsequent three measurements can be used to get new velocity and
acceleration data allowing for corrections to once again be made. With this
method, corrections could be made each three ms.
2

With 1 m / s vertical acceleration, 4.5 ms is required for a target to fall 10 urn.
So vertical motion should be detected at the fifth or sixth detector. The calculated
2

vertical velocity would then be 0.01 m / s and calculated acceleration 10 m / s . The
actual vertical velocity and acceleration are much less. Our position
measurement accuracy has substantially limited the accuracy of the vertical
velocity and acceleration calculations. To avoid over correction, several
measurements should be averaged before controlling transverse target position.
Electric fields should be calculated as a function of position within the injector, so
that the effect of target position on the forces that are exerted on the target are
known and can be compensated for. With frequent and accurate position
measurements, target acceleration, velocity, and position should be controllable.

Figure 6-5. The target is dynamically confined between quadrapole rails.
Alternatively, active feedback electric field control could be used to control target
position and velocity. A DC field is applied to counteract gravity. Accelerating
electrodes provide a traveling electric field to accelerate the target (Ref. 15).

The mass of a capsule that can be electrostatically accelerated is limited by the
charge on the target and the externally applied electric field, which in turn are
limited by vacuum sparking. Vacuum sparking can be initiated by field emission
or field ionization. Field emission is due to tunneling of electrons through the
potential barrier at the surface of the cathode under the influence of high
9

electrostatic fields. Typically, fields of 3 to 6 x 10 V/m are required for large
18

scale field emission. Field ionization is caused by electrons tunneling away
from adsorbed molecules on the surface of the anode, causing the ions to be
released from the anode surface. Large scale field ionization requires even higher
10

18

fields of 2 to 5 x 10 V/m. Vacuum sparking can be caused by a cascade effect
19

with electric fields far below those required for large scale field emission. The
cascade process assumes a localized evolution of gas from the cathode surface
resulting from a few gas ions impinging on the cathode surface resulting in the
release of adsorbed gas molecules and electrons. For a cascade to occur, electrons
emitted from a cathode must have sufficient energy to cause ionization of gas
particles enroute to the anode which in turn cause further release of electrons
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and gases from the cathode. It has been empirically determined that vacuum
sparking normally does not occur if the following condition is satisfied

2

1

7

VE e x p f - - *

1 0

[ < 1.8 x 10

19

18

(6-12)

where V is the potential (maximum energy of a charged particle at the electrode
surface in eV prior to the spark) in volts and E is the electric field at the surface of
the cathode in volts per meter. Equation (6-12) is applicable for typical materials
without special treatment and is known as Kilpatrick's criterion. The potential
and electric fields of a charged sphere are given by

E=— 2 - a d y =—2_
4ne r
4jze r
T

(6-13)

n

0

0

where q is the charge in coulombs and r is the radius in meters. Equations (6-12)
and (6-13) can be combined to estimate the maximum charge that can normally
be stored on a sphere of a given radius. For example, based on equations 6-12
and 6-13, a 3 mm radius spherical cathode could sustain a charge of about 1.3 x
8

7

lO coulombs. Based on equations 6-13, this charge gives a field of 1.3 x 10 V/m
4

6

and a potential of 3.9 x 10 V. Assuming an external field of 10 V/m could be
applied, the force F on the sphere would be given by

F = Eq = (106 V/m)(1.3 x 10-8 Coul) = 0.013 N.

(6-14)

7

(The calculated electric field of 1.3 x 10 V/m is much greater than the external
6

field of 10 V/m so using the electric field of the sphere in Kilpatrick's criterion is
approximately correct. One should verify that the electric fields at the surface of

the external electrodes are not higher than the field on the sphere and consider
the effect of the external field on the total potential difference which could cause
sparking to occur.) Since m = F/a, the maximum mass m of such a sphere would
2

be limited by this force and the required acceleration. If 1,000 m / s acceleration is
2

required (half of our reference case acceleration of 2,000 m/s ), the maximum
mass would be 0.013 g, which is a little less than a typical direct-drive target.
Since field ionization requires larger fields than field emission, larger masses
could be accelerated if the sphere were charged positive rather than negative.

18

To provide the target charge, Ref. 15 used two plates separated by 1 cm with a
potential difference between them. The small 800 um diameter capsules
oscillated between the plates, exchanging charge at each plate. A small hole was
placed in one plate through which the capsules would occasionally be propelled
down the axis of the accelerator electrodes. The charge q transferred by this
2

method is given by q = 6.67te r E, where r is the capsule radius and E is the
0
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electric field between the plates. For power plant target injection purposes, this
procedure should be modified to control the timing of targets entering the
injector and to maximize the positive charge placed on the target without
vacuum sparking. As shown in Fig. 6-6, the target can be placed on a convex
anode which is energized to charge the target and to start its motion into the
accelerator. Using a relatively small radius anode should reduce the cathode field
allowing greater charge to be placed on the target without vacuum sparking. It
remains to be experimentally verified that adequate acceleration of reactor sized
targets can be achieved in this manner.

Cathode
^

_,_
—r~ V

1

Insulator

To
accelerator
@*"
8
^-^"^-Anode
T a r

e t

Figure 6-6. The target is placed on the anode which is then energized transferring
charge to the conducting target surface. The positively charged target is then
electrostatically repelled toward the accelerator.

Electrostatic acceleration has no sliding contact between the target and the
accelerator. No contact implies no wear on the injector, and helps maintain the
smooth surface finish of spherical direct-drive targets. Vacuum electrical
breakdown may be a problem, particularly for more massive or non-spherical
targets. Electrostatic acceleration shows promise primarily for accelerating low
mass, spherically symmetric targets.
6.4. Rail Gun
The simplest electromagnetic device to accelerate a projectile is a rail gun. A
rail gun is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6-7. Current flows from the power
supply to one rail of the rail gun through conducting material attached to the
target and back through the opposite rail to the power supply. (Many rail guns
use a plasma arc behind the projectile instead of a solid conducting material.
However, plasma armature rail guns have high erosion at low velocities and
probably would not be suitable for target injection.) The current flowing through
the rails produces a magnetic field between the rails. The interaction between this
field and the current flowing through the projectile produces a force that propels
the projectile down the rail gun barrel.
The amount of current required can be estimated using a simple model.
Assume that the average magnetic field between the rails is equal to the magnetic

field midway between two long cylindrical conductors. Two views of the
assumed conductors together with their assumed currents and fields are shown
in Fig. 6-8. The spacing between the conductors is 2r. The magnetic field B
between the conductors for a current I is given by

B=^ Tcr
7

2

(6-15)

2

where |io = 4rc x 10" kg m s A" . Assuming that the average distance that the
current flows through this field is r, the force F exerted on the conductor is given
by

-7

F = IrB = ^ L = 4 x 1 0 /

2

(6-16)

Solving for current gives

6

6

J = V2.5xl0 F=V2.5xl0 ma

(6-17)

For example, the target from Fig. 1-2 with Flibe replaced by lithium has a mass of
2

1 g and radius of 7.5 mm. To accelerate this target at 2,000 m / s requires around
1.6 kA and produces a field of 0.12 tesla. Since the resulting field is rather low,
the required current could be reduced considerably by applying an external
magnetic field of 1 tesla. Then for the same acceleration, the current would be
about 26 amps. This reduced current requirement would reduce the PR heating
of the target and rails by two orders of magnitude. A magnetic field of order 1
tesla can easily be applied using permanent magnets.

Target acceleration, velocity, and position can be controlled by measuring
target position, calculating the target velocity and acceleration, and then varying
the current to control target acceleration. This control would be much simpler
than in the case of electrostatic acceleration because the gun barrel controls the
targets transverse position leaving only one dimension to control with feedback.
Maintaining good electrical contact between the rails and the armature
(target) in a vacuum without excessive wear may be difficult. Most conducting
materials wear much faster in a vacuum than in normal atmosphere. In a vacuum
the oxide layers on metals are removed causing increased friction and rapid
21

wear. Graphite wears much faster in a vacuum than when 3 Torr of water
vapor or atmospheric pressure of oxygen is present.

22

Lubrication can reduce the wear rate substantially. The M0S2 in electrical
brushes made of 88% Ag : 12% M0S2 provides lubrication in vacuum
23

conditions. Contact lubrication experiments have typically been done with
lower currents and sliding speeds than are required for a target injector. Further
study is required to determine the feasibility of providing lubrication for this
application.
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Figure 6-7. Schematic of solid armature rail gun for target injection. The
cylindrical shape of a typical rail gun bore is shown (other shapes may be used).
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Figure 6-8. Simplified model to estimate the currents and fields associated with a
rail gun target injector. The rails are modeled as cylindrical conductors, and the
magnetic field is calculated for a point midway between the conductors. (An x
indicates into the page. A • indicates out of the page.)

The decision must be made whether to send the armature into the reaction
chamber with the rest of the target. For direct-drive targets, the capsule would
have to be separated from the armature. For indirect-drive targets the separation
may be optional. The armature could be slowed down prior to leaving the gun
barrel by applying a current from the muzzle end of the injector. The target, if not

held to the armature, could separate from the armature and proceed toward the
reaction chamber. This separation of the target from the armature may adversely
effect target injection accuracy. The armatures could be collected for reuse. If the
conducting armatures do enter the reaction chamber, compatible materials must
be used for the armature. For example, power plants using Flibe (Li2BeF4) could
use a few hundred milligrams of Li for the armature.
6.5. Induction Accelerator
Induction accelerators are more complicated than rail guns. However, they
have the significant advantage of not requiring any electrical contact between the
injector and the target.
D. G. Elliott provides a good introduction to traveling wave induction
24

launchers. The injector consists of many closely spaced circular coils. The
armature (target) contains a cylindrical conducting ring. The coils are
sequentially energized to produce a magnetic field with a radial component that
travels down the injector with speed Us- Figure 6-9 shows the geometry with the
coils.
Injector
coils

Traveling
magnetic

Figure 6-9. A 6-phase induction accelerator.

The traveling magnetic field passing through the armature causes a potential
difference and current flow in the armature. This field can be difficult to

calculate. It is due to the currents flowing in the coils and the induced current in
the armature. The calculations can be simplified using the current sheet
25

approximation. The current in the coils is modeled by a surface current Kb at
effective radius rfc (A/m). Kb is assumed to be a traveling sinusoidal wave of the
form (in phasor notation)

j

pz)

K = K cos{cot - Pz)6 = Re[Kj,e ^- ]e
b

b

0

(6-18)

Q

where Kb is the complex surface current density, co is the angular frequency, and
P is the wave number. The induced sleeve current Ks is then given by
JC.«
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where s is the slip between the wave velocity U$ and the sleeve speed 17, s = (tTgU)/U . K\ is the first order modified bessel function of the second kind, $ is the
s

phase shift between the sleeve current sheet and the barrel current sheet and is
given by

- 1

= tan ^.

(6-20)

Sc is the critical slip at which the force is maximized for a given barrel current.
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where jio is permeability of air, a is the sleeve thickness, and I\ is the first order
s

modified bessel function of the first kind.
The average force per unit area on the sleeve F is given b y
z
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The electric field in the portion of the coil that is coupled to the sleeve
(neglecting coil resistance) is given by
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•« \» /« \. Q is a measure of the amount of coupling between the

coil and the sleeve. The field for the uncoupled portion of the coil can be obtained
by setting Q. equal to zero.
Reference 25 did not specifically cover the effects of skin depth or coil
resistance. Skin depth gives the effective field and current penetration distance
into the surface of a conductor. Since current can flow on both sides of a sheet
conductor, the effective conductor thickness for calculating resistance is roughly
the lesser of the actual thickness and twice the skin depth. For good conductors
1/2 26

the skin depth 8 = (2/p.oxy) . We can use this method to determine the
effective thickness and resistance of both the coil and the sleeve. The resistive
electric field of the coil is given by

0i,

aa
b

b

where / is the current density and a\, is the effective coil thickness. This resistive
field is added to the field determined previously above.
Each coil can be composed of many turns. The current per turn is inversely
proportional to the number of turns but the voltage drop is proportional to the

number of turns. The skin effect should be mitigated by more turns but this has
not yet been incorporated into the model.
We used a spreadsheet program to estimate the performance of induction
launchers based on the current sheet model just presented. As an example,
consider the target of Fig. 2-13 with 0.5 g of Li for sleeve material in place of the
Flibe. This lithium sleeve does not contact the capsule, which should not be made
of an electrical conductor to avoid direct capsule heating. Heat produced in the
sleeve is insulated from the fuel by helium gas and the capsule walls. The
computations are based on a uniform sleeve thickness so are only approximately
correct for this target. The 1 g target has an outer sleeve radius of 7.5 mm and a
length of 15 mm. The barrel is 2.5 m long with a 8.4 mm effective radius copper
coil, 6 phases, 10 turns per coil, and 4 coils per centimeter. We used room
temperature material constants and assumed a wave speed of 140 m / s requiring
a frequency of 9300 Hz. With a current amplitude of 84 A and target speed of 50
2

m / s , the target acceleration is 2,013 m / s . The acceleration averages about 1,000
2

m / s throughout the length of the barrel allowing a final target velocity of about
100 m/s. The heating of the sleeve is 194° per second which for 50 ms of
acceleration would result in an acceptable 10' temperature rise. The phase
voltage is 3.2 kV. The electrical power delivered to the barrel, due mostly to
2

ohmic heating of the barrel, is 79 kW. This is about 58 W / c m of external barrel
surface which could be removed by a cooling water jacket. The power and
voltage requirements could reduced about two orders of magnitude by
energizing only a small portion of the barrel that the target is in at a given time.
Induction accelerators are more complicated than rail guns but offer a
significant advantage of requiring no electrical contact between the barrel and
the coils. The fields even provide a centering force for the projectile within the
barrel so no physical contact is necessary. A significant mass of conducting
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material must be included in the sleeve for induction acceleration to be effective.
If this sleeve is to enter the reaction chamber with the capsule, it should be made
of compatible materials. For example, if lithium is used for the sleeve material for
a power plant containing molten Flibe, it will be necessary to provide additional
fluorine to combine with the lithium.
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Chapter 7 - Target Tracking and Beam Pointing
7.1. Target Tracking
7.1.1. Photodiode Timing Detectors
Once the target leaves the injector, target tracking can begin. As illustrated
in Fig. 7-1, the targets position can be detected with photodiodes. As the target
passes between the light source and the photodiode, the photodiode is placed
in the shadow, thereby reducing the electrical output and detecting the targets
presence.
Photodiodes ...

1
®

•
,,._•_,

•

Light
source

Light
source

Figure 7-1. The targets position can be detected with photodiodes and light
sources. Single photodiodes can be used for timing target passage by a fixed
point.
7.1.2. Detector Shielding
The photodetectors must be well shielded from neutrons and gammas.
Some types of photodiodes are more susceptible to radiation than others. For
example, direct bandgap AlGaAs/GaAs photodiodes continue to perform
1

well after exposure to a high energy (in excess of 10 keV) neutron fluence of
15

2

6

8

1 0 n / c m and gamma dose of 10 Gy (10 rad). Their leakage current
increased by less than a factor of 10, compared to typical silicon photodiodes
factor of 1000 increase in leakage current. The AlGaAs/GaAs photodiodes
showed a negligible decrease in responsivity, whereas silicon photodiodes

showed a 10% to 50% drop at these doses. Since we can use rather intense
light sources to illuminate our photodiode detectors, substantial degradation
in photodiode performance can occur before we are no longer able to detect
6

15

2

the target. The 10 Gy and 10 n / c m doses have been shown to be acceptable.
Probably much higher (about 1 order of magnitude higher) doses could be
tolerated with the AlGaAs/GaAs diodes in this application.
We now estimate the unshielded neutron dose that would be absorbed by
these devices and compare it to the acceptable neutron dose noted above so
that the amount of neutron shielding required can be estimated. Assume a
fusion power of 3000 MW with the detectors located 5 meters from the source.
About 80% of the energy is composed of 14 MeV neutrons. At 5 m distance,
the neutron flux <& is
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The 1 0 n / c m dose would be reached in 3 seconds. If the detectors are
replaced about once a year during scheduled shutdowns, they would have to
7

be shielded so that only about 1 in 10 high energy neutrons gets through to
the detectors. The number of high energy neutrons n are reduced according to
the equation
_l
— = e~*"o

(7-2)

where / is the material thickness and X is the transport mean free path. The
7

natural log of 10 is 16.1. So roughly 16 transport mean free paths of shielding
is required to reduce the neutron flux adequately. The transport mean free
2

path for 14 MeV neutrons in iron is 7.1 cm and this number tends to

decrease with decreasing neutron energy. Using this simple model indicates
that about 1.15 m of iron would provide adequate shielding. Actually some
low Z shielding and neutron absorber would be more appropriate near the
detectors to better attenuate lower energy neutrons. The detectors should be
located in a position recessed behind shielding. The detectors can be located
deep within a shield by the use of mirrors that are more radiation tolerant
than the detector material. To properly calculate the shielding requirements
in this problem requires computer calculations using methods such as Monte
Carlo. These calculations will require significant computational time to
complete since many particles must be followed, the vast majority of which
do not reach the detector. This analysis is recommended for future study.
There are very few gammas produced directly in fusion reactions. Most of
the gammas will be produced as a result of inelastic scattering and neutron
absorption reactions. The gammas will tend to be produced throughout the
shielding in decreasing numbers farther from the neutron source. As an
3

example , 2 m of ordinary concrete is required to reduce the neutron dose
equivalent of 14 MeV neutrons by 6.5 orders of magnitude (almost enough
shielding to attenuate the neutrons the required 7 orders of magnitude). The
capture gamma dose after passing through this much concrete is about 1.5x10"
1 4

2

rem/(neutron/cm ). Multiplying this by the previously calculated 3.4xl0

14

2

neutrons/cm s unshielded at the detector gives a gamma dose of 5 rem/s or
6

1.6xl0 Gy/year (less than twice the allowed dose rate). Since 2 m of concrete is
almost enough shielding for both neutrons and gammas, this calculation
indicates that roughly the same amount of shielding that is required for
neutron shielding may also be adequate for gamma shielding. Again the
detailed computations involved must are recommended for future study
using transport codes.

Due to a neutron and electromagnetic pulse, the photodiode detector
readings would be unreliable immediately after the fusion micro-explosion.
They could be turned off except when the targets are predicted to pass if this
would help prevent detector damage.
If radiation damage or degradation due to thin film buildups on optical
detectors becomes too troublesome, capacitive position detection as described
in section 7.1.5 may be used.
7.1.3. Comparator Circuits
The size of most small photodiodes is large compared to the required
position measurement accuracy of the target. To improve the measurement
precision of this method, one could mask a portion of the photodiodes
surface. A better method would be to use a comparator circuit that would
switch on when the photodiode amplifier voltage output drops below a preset
reference value. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 7-2.
The relatively long time period over which the amplifier voltage is shown
to drop is not due to the response time of the photodiode. It is simply the
time it takes for the leading edge of the target to pass in front of the active area
of the photodiode. Some high speed silicon photodiodes, have a response
time of less than one nanosecond and an active area of diameter 0.4 mm. At
100 m / s a target would require 4 \is to pass in front of this area. However,
timing accuracy of about 10 ns (corresponding to target movement of about 1
urn) can be achieved with a comparator circuit.

Amplifier
voltage

Target

Photodiode

time (^s)

Comparator
output
voltage

0

time ([is)
Figure 7-2. A comparator circuit can aid precise timing of a targets passage by a
photodiode detector.
7.1.4. Up/down Counters
It is essential to predict when the target will pass through the center of the
reaction chamber for timing of the driver beams to hit the target. It is possible
to determine when a target will pass through the chamber center without
calculations or precise knowledge of the target speed. The method requires
that the detector positions and chamber center remain fixed relative to each
other, or at least the ratios of the distances between them remains constant.
Then, assuming constant horizontal speed, the ratio of the time required for
the target to pass between the two detectors, to the time required for the target
to pass between the second detector and the chamber center is a constant.
With this constant ratio, an up/down counter can be used to predict target

arrival time. When the target passes the first detector, the up/down counter
begins counting up at a constant rate. When the target passes the second
detector, the up/down counter begins counting down at a different rate based
on the previously described distance ratio; When the counter again reaches
zero, the target should be passing by the chamber center. If early warning (to
fire the heavy ion driver beams for example) of the crossing is needed, some
predetermined count other than zero can be used or the rate at which the
counter counts down can be modified.
There are two basic types of up/down counters, analog and digital. As
illustrated in Fig. 7-3, an analog up/down counter makes use of a current
source and a capacitor. When the target passes the first detector, the output of
a comparator circuit (as in Fig. 7-2) triggers a current source to begin charging
the capacitor. When the target passes the second detector, the current source
begins discharging the capacitor at an appropriate rate. Discharge current I2 is
calculated according to the following equations.
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When the capacitor voltage is zero, the target should be in the chamber
center. A bias voltage could be used to set an appropriate time to start the
driver timing sequence.
For this method to provide sufficient timing and positioning accuracy, the
ratio of the charging current to the discharge current must be very consistent
and the capacitor must be reset to zero voltage between each shot. The targets
travel a distance of several meters with required timing repeatability
corresponding to about 1 mm as discussed in section 2.3.2. To provide ±1 mm

accuracy over a distance of several meters, the system must be accurate to
4

4

about ±1 part in 10 (i.e. 1 mm/10 m = 10" ) with ±10 us timing accuracy for
target speed of 100 m/s. This timing accuracy is expected to be achievable.

Current
source

Charge I 1
Discharge 1
Adjustable

V

+

9

Triggers
driver

Figure 7-3. An analog up/down counter can be used to determine the firing
time for the IFE driver beams.

The concept behind a digital up/down counter is illustrated in Fig. 7-4. As
the target passes the first detector, the up /down counter begins counting
pulses from clock number 1 operating at a frequency of 10 MHz for example.
When the target passes the second detector, the up/down counter begins
counting backwards the pulses from clock number 2 operating at an
appropriate different frequency determined by

Freq = Freq^

<*i-»2

2

*2->3

When the counter is back to zero, the target should be centered in the
reaction chamber. The driver timing sequence could be started at an
appropriate higher number on the counter. As with the analog up/down

(7-4)
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counter, a high degree of repeatability is required. The ratio of the clock speeds
4

must not vary by more than about ±1 part in 10 . This repeatability is expected
to be more easily achievable with a digital up/down counter than with an
analog up/down counter.

Clock #1
10 MHz

Up/down
counter

^ Triggers
driver

Clock #2
adjustable
Counts

Time
Figure 7-4. A digital up/down counter may be used to help trigger an IFE
driver.
7.1.5. Transverse Position Sensing
To this point, we have discussed target position and timing along the
direction of motion of the target. As indicated in Fig. 7-5, position
measurements perpendicular to this motion can also be made with
photodiode detectors. The photodiodes shown could be linear arrays of
narrow diodes from which a digital output would result. Assuming the array
elements were precisely positioned, the target position would be known to
±0.5 times the element width.
One set of two lateral position measurement arrays as shown in Fig. 7-5
should be adequate for predicting the target's final lateral position as it crosses
the chamber centerline. Assume that the position of the end of the injector,

detectors, and chamber center are constant relative to each other. Also assume
that the target is traveling through a good enough vacuum so that "air drag"
is negligible. Then the final deviation in the targets lateral position is directly
proportional to the deviation in position at the detectors. The constant of
proportionality is simply the ratio of the total flight distance to the distance to
the detectors.
Linear
photodiode IIMHIIIHHII
array

Light
source I
I
Figure 7-5. The targets lateral position is measured with linear photodiode
arrays.

As discussed in the detector shielding section, photodiodes are also
susceptible to radiation damage. An alternate detector which should be less
sensitive to thin films and radiation damage would be a capacitive detector. A
capacitive detector would consist of 4 plates with a voltage applied to each of
them as shown in Fig. 7-6. When the target passes between the plates, the
capacitance would be altered, and currents would flow through the ammeters
as indicated in Fig. 7-6. The current flowing to each plate should be related to
the target position as it passes between the plates.

Target
Ammeter

'i|-©-^i

-®H'

Figure 7-6. A capacitive detector may be used to sense the targets position.
7.1.6. Target Tracking and Beam Pointing Drift
There will likely be a gradual drift between the final target positions and
the driver beam focal spot due to material expansion from heating variations,
from material creep, or other factors. The targets predicted position and actual
position will differ. If this drift is excessive, a feedback mechanism will be
necessary to align the beams with the target positions. Measurement of this
drift and an adequate feedback mechanism is recommended for future study.
7.2. Beam Pointing
To ensure that driver beams arrive with sufficient accuracy on target, it
may be necessary to either steer the target to meet the beams or actively point
the beams so that the focal point intercepts the target trajectory. Target
steering is covered in chapter 5 and beam pointing is covered here. For laser
beam drivers, the beam pointing can be accomplished with movable mirrors

as described in reference 4. For ion beam drivers, steering magnetic fields can
be imposed on the driver beams to appropriately deflect the beam path.
The magnitude of the magnetic field required to steer a heavy ion beam
and the amount of dispersion that is induced in the beam spot size is
estimated in the following example.

Example:
Suppose that a 10 GeV, 200 amu, charge 1 ion beam with 1% momentum
dispersion must be deflected 10 mm (if active beam pointing is used, ±10 mm
is the target positioning accuracy requirement from chapter 2, better target
positioning accuracy is expected and desired.) by a 0.25 m long magnetic field
located 5 m from the focal spot (see Fig. 7-7).
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Figure 7-7. The driver beam is deflected by a magnetic field to the target
position.
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The speed of a 200 amu, 10 GeV particle is 1.0 x 10 m/s. To calculate the
required magnetic field B , we make use of 2 equations for the induced
z

velocity zy

y

y

m

y

v

x

t

c

(7-5)
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where a is the acceleration of the ions in the magnetic field, q is the ion
y

charge, m is the ion mass, x is the magnetic field length, x is the coasting
a

c

distance past the magnetic field (x » x ), t is the coasting time, and y is the
c

a

c

c

deflected distance at the focal point. Solving for the magnetic field gives,
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The fractional dispersion in y should be approximately equal to the
c

fractional dispersion in v assuming a uniform magnetic field. Allowing for
x

beam compression, the expected heavy ion beam speed dispersion is about
5

1%. A 1% speed dispersion with a 10 mm steering distance would correspond
to 0.1 mm spot size dispersion which is less than half of the required ±0.23
beam spot placement accuracy. Assuming the steering magnetic dipole field is
made in a cylinder of radius 100 mm, the energy stored in such a steering field
is about 9 kj which can be delivered to each of many driver beams in the
approximately 50 ms (5 m / 100 m/s) available as the target passes from the
detectors to the reaction chamber center. If most of this energy is lost, when
multiplied by 6 shots per second and 12 beams for example, the average power
requirement for this steering would be 648 kW which is significant.
Assuming that target accuracy can match modern air gun accuracy (as
discussed more fully in section 6.2.1), less than 1 mm steering should be
required. Then steering would require only 0.16 T, cause only 0.01 mm spot
dispersion, and the field energy would only be about 90 J.
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Chapter 8 - Summary. Conclusions, and Recommendations
8.1. General
Inertial fusion energy (IFE) is a potential source of nearly unlimited,
environmentally benign electrical power. A significant effort is underway to
demonstrate the scientific feasibility of producing high gain in the laboratory
which will be necessary for IFE power production. To make use of this energy,
assuming these efforts are successful, IFE power plants must be designed and
constructed which economically transform this pulsing explosive energy into
electrical power. Target injection, tracking, and beam pointing are essential to
delivering and igniting the fuel in an IFE power plant. Many interesting and
challenging problems must be overcome. This dissertation has identified and
provided solutions to many of the problems in the areas of target injection,
tracking, and beam pointing.
8.2. Requirements
The interdependent relationships between target acceleration (1,800 m / s

2

for a 0.1 um thick membrane), target speed (100 m/s), reaction chamber size (3
m radius), target injector (acceleration) length (3 m), target coasting distance (5
m), and interpulse time (0.17 s) were described analytically and graphically
(nominal values are given in parentheses).
The minimum target injection speed consistent with power plant pulse
rate, chamber conditions, and target heating should normally be chosen for
minimum injector length and ease of target tracking. Even if one target
injector can provide targets at the desired target speed and pulse rate, two
target injectors, each operating at one half capacity should be used to provide
redundancy and therefore improve plant availability.

Accurate placement (~±0.4 mm) of driver beams on target is required to
achieve high gain. This requires precise target tracking and beam pointing
and limits allowed target tumble.
Prior to injection, the targets are cooled in cryogenic helium. During
injection the target fuel temperature must be kept well below the triple point
of 19.7 K (perhaps about 17.4 K for adequate mechanical strength). We
assumed as a reference case that fuel temperature could increase only from
17.3 to 17.5 K. Conduction target heating was found to be sufficiently slow for
indirect-drive targets.
Target injection requirements are pretty similar for direct-drive and
indirect-drive targets. Some differences between the two follow. Direct-drive
targets heat much more rapidly and may require higher injection speed so
that less time is spent in the hot reaction chamber. It may be useful to put a
thin reflective outer surface on the capsule to minimize radiative heat flux
on direct-drive targets. Direct drive targets also require very smooth surface
finishes which must be protected during the injection process. These and
other differences have caused us to recommend a different injection method
for direct-drive than for indirect-drive targets.
Target design work is still occurring. Minor changes in target design will
certainly occur. The methods used in this dissertation should be applicable to
minor changes in target design. For example, many of the methods presented
here are applicable to different size and mass targets. Major design changes are
also possible and we will have to consider the implications of these changes
as they occur.
Table 2-1 summarizes typical target injection goals and requirements.
Attainment of these requirements may be achievable but substantial further
study and development is necessary.

8.3. Structural Limits on Acceleration
Large target acceleration is desirable, since it allows shorter target injectors
and higher pulse rates, but will probably be limited by target structural
considerations. The structural acceleration limits were investigated in chapter
3 and 4. A dual membrane support of IFE capsules within a hohlraum is
2

proposed. 1840 m / s acceleration of a typical 2.4 mm radius 30 mg capsule is
achievable with 0.1 micron thick membranes.
Expected capsule oscillation frequency in the hohlraum is in the kilohertz
range and approximate values can be easily calculated. Potential problems
arising from vibrations can be minimized in two ways. The vibration
amplitude can be reduced by factor of 2 by prestressing membranes to one half
of the design stress. The amplitude may be reduced by an additional order of
magnitude (to order of 10 |im) by increasing and decreasing the target
acceleration gradually over a few target oscillation periods.
Membrane support of IFE capsules may be useful if the membrane does
not excessively absorb driver energy and affect capsule implosion symmetry.
If membrane support is used, the dual membrane design is recommended.
Substantially greater target acceleration and reduced capsule displacement
result from this geometry.
Additional study is required to quantify the effects of the membrane on
target implosion symmetry and hence on target energy gain. The question of
how thick the membrane can be should be investigated. However, a 0.1 um
thick membrane is expected to have little effect on target gain. The distance
that a capsule may be off center in a hohlraum and retain high gain must be
quantified but will probably not be difficult to meet. A method for
manufacturing the targets with properly prestressed membranes should be
developed.

2

Target fuel strength is adequate for accelerations of order 10,000 m / s if
temperature is held below about 17.4 K.

8.4. Target Steering
We noted that target steering may be necessary to provide sufficient
target injection accuracy. One method of steering is to provide a target with a
positive charge and alter the course with an electric field applied between
steering electrodes. This method should be effective for steering light weight,
spherical, direct-drive targets.
We also investigated, using computational methods, the possibility of
steering non spherical indirect-drive targets with electric fields. When a nonspherical target passes between the steering electrodes with a small rotation
angle, a torque results on the target. We found that for typically sized targets,
and reasonably accurate injectors requiring small steering distances that this
torque would not cause excessive target rotation.

8.5. Target Injection Methods
Different target injection methods are probably appropriate for different
target and power plant designs.
A gas gun is recommended for targets (such as typical indirect drive
targets) that can support a gas pressure load on one end and can slide along
the gun barrel without damage. For other types of targets, a sabot would be
necessary. The detachment of the sabot from the target may exert an impulse
to the target. This impulse could degrade target accuracy. The amount of gas
required for each target (about 10 to 100 mg) is acceptable.
An electrostatic accelerator injection system is recommended for use
with low mass spherical direct drive targets. No additional materials must be
added to the target for propulsion. Since there is no physical contact between
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the target and the injector there will be no wear of either component during
the injection process. However, this lack of physical contact requires feedback
control of the target position which must be developed and demonstrated.
An induction accelerator has an advantage of no electrical contact
between the target and the injector. Physical contact is not even necessary, so
the wear should be minimal. It requires conductive material for the target
sleeve (0.5 g in the example) which would be a disadvantage for some power
plant designs.
A rail gun may be useful for target injection and is a simpler device
than an electrostatic accelerator or induction accelerator. It requires electrical
contact between the target and the rails and may have a significant wear rate.
Each of these injection methods have advantages and disadvantages.
They all have the possibility of working well with certain types of targets.
However, the gas gun is the simplest of the devices and appears to have the
lowest risk of failure. The gas gun will probably work well with indirect drive
heavy ion beam targets as used in HYLIFE-II. The ability of a target injection
system to reliably meet target injection requirements should be
experimentally verified.
8.6. Target Tracking and Beam Pointing
Target tracking can be achieved with photodiodes or capacitive
detectors. Up/down counters can be used to help time the delivery of driver
energy. Target steering or active beam pointing will be necessary if injected
target position is not adequately repeatable.
8.7. Recommendations for Future Work
An experimental injector (such as described in the next section) should
be built to demonstrate accurate target injection placement and tracking with

required target speed, acceleration, and pulse rate. A small scale (low energy)
driver should then be incorporated to verify the feasibility of repeatedly
hitting the targets accurately on the fly. A method of providing feedback on
the accuracy of hitting targets must be developed so that gradual drift in beam
placement accuracy can be corrected. Cryogenic target handling methods for
target injection will also have to be developed. The effect of membrane
thickness capsule position error on capsule implosion symmetry should be
investigated. Convection heating of indirect-drive targets requires improved
modeling and computation. Methods of reducing direct drive capsule heating
should be further investigated.
8.7.1. Proposed Target Injection and Tracking Experiment
An experiment to use a helium gas gun to accelerate non-cryogenic
"targets" at pulse rates, distances, and speeds comparable to those found in an
operating power plant is recommended to be carried out. The experiment
would measure target positions using photodiode detectors, then predict and
verify subsequent target positions. Such an experiment could remove doubt
as to the accuracy of injected targets and predicted arrival times and positions.
We proposed such an experiment to the U. S. Department of Energy, Office
1

of Fusion Energy. We proposed to build a helium gas gun with a revolver
loading mechanism. The surrogate "targets" will be shot into an 8 m long, 0.4
m diameter vacuum chamber with the gas flow controlled by fast opening
and shutting solenoid operated valves. 6 shots will be fired with their
positions tracked and predicted in one second. The amount requested from
DOE for the entire project is $212,603.
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